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Charles Baudelaire wrote about the wine:
"All who had to calm down the conscience, spark some kind of memory, get some pain, build
towers in the air, all of you were invented by you, secret gods hidden in the fruits of the vine ...
The wine is human: never it is known to what extent we can appreciate or despise it, nor how
wonderful moves and monstrous crimes it is capable of ..."
The wine burns to 78 degrees

SHORT DESCRIPTION ABOUT PROJECT:
The main goal of of the project Wine and Cheese is to promote the importance of rural tourism (and
appropriate education models) with main focus on authenticity of the wine and cheese culture on each
level of the society in the participating countries. Focus will be given to cheese and wine as tourism
products with huge potential for the tourism industry and its benefits (more satisfied tourists, more
overnights, more local business, more employment opportunities for the local population etc.)
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INTRODUCTION
I. THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF WINE

The development of viticulture is inextricably tied to the birth of European civilization, culture,
especially the Mediterranean. It is assumed that nomadic tribes fermented grapes and berries for wine as
early as 6,000-7,000 years ago. With the transformation of a new way of organizing life, that is, with the
establishment of the first settlements, the grapes, together with olives and figs, become one of the first types
of wild fruits that will be cultivated by man.
However, evidence of the existence of vineyards can be found from the 4th millennium BC. in Egypt
and Mesopotamia, as well as 2,500. BC the Aegean. There are indications that there were vines of vineyards
in the Middle East since the 6th millennium BC. The oldest found tools and vessels that are presumed to be
used for wine production date back to the 5th or 6th millennium BC. in the region of today's Georgia and
Armenia, as well as from the 4th millennium BC. in Persia.
The origin of the word wine is not entirely clear. It is derived from the Latin expression vinum, which
in turn originates from the Greek word oinos or woinos, where it is assumed that the vineyard was
transmitted from Asia Minor or Thrace. The wine became an important part of the Greek culture in the 2nd
millennium BC, and the vines were planted everywhere in ancient Greece. Aegean islands were known for
producing wine within and outside the country. Chios, Bordeaux of the ancient world, exported even to
Egypt and the territory of present-day Russia, but the wines of Thassos, Lesbos and Rhodes had a glorious
reputation. The Greek philosopher Theophrastus (4th century BC) recognizes the important connection
between grape variety, climatic conditions and soil quality.With the conquest of the new territories, Greeks
introduce new colonies, Sicily, southern Italy and southern France with viticulture, which will develop new
European wines. The regions of southern Italy receive the status of Oinotria (wine country) for Greece,
which further becomes Enotria in Roman times, when viticulture extends throughout Italy. The Romans
not only turn the viticulture into a developed trading branch, they also transfer it to Central Europe as well
as elsewhere on the territory of the Roman Empire.
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ITALY

Italy, a wondrous country, we can be on its soil looking at the Alps, but we also look at North Africa.
What creates these microclimate points? Primarily the relief of Italy, which is 40% mountainous (even
in Sicily has a mountainous area) and 40% of the coastal area. When we drive from one village to
another, anywhere on its territory, the right direction does not seem to find ... the combination of zigzag
slopes on the shores and the mountains and the proximity of the four seas, a piece of Tirana, Adriatic,
Ligurian and Mediterranean , form the specificities of the microclimate points.
In Italy, making wine is like breathing, it can be said that it is almost instinctive. Wine and bread are the
most important for the "Italian dinner", like the knife and fork (maybe more). Together with olive oil,
they cost the Holy Trinity of the Mediterranean (Santa 'IhnitaMediterranea).
The growing of vineyards is present everywhere, almost there is no region where wine is not produced.
Figures are astonishing, 900,000 registered vineyards are scattered throughout the twelve regions of
Italy. From these vineyards there is a staggering number of wines (nobody knows the exact number),
based on several thousand documented types of grapes. Recognition of the meaning of wine may seem
unbearable if a successful attempt would imply dozens of Chardonnay and Cabernet. Of course, many
of these wines are not considered significant, many of them are simply appreciated only in the region of
their origin.
The wines that the good wine connoisse can excite, come mainly from several regions, such as Piedmont,
Tuscany and the three northeastern regions known as the Three Venets: Friuli-Venezia Giulia, TrentinoAlto Adige and Veneto. The wine lovers would like to get acquainted with other wine regions such as
Lombardy (known for some of the best spumante wines), Liguria - a region known as the Italian Riviera,
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a home of white wines, Emilia-Romana, where the merry filled with bubbles, Lambrusko, Abruzzi,
which is recognizable by its soft, full red wines, such as Montelupuccinod'Abruzzo, a wine that simply
waits to supplement with a serving of rustically cooked pasta. Finally, here are the southernmost regions:
Campania, Apulia, Basilica and Calabria, and in addition the islands of Sicily and Sardinia.
Italian wines can vary significantly in taste, texture and other characteristics, even when it comes to the
same type, for example, Hills of two plantations, not more than a few kilometres away, can have a
significantly different taste. Sometimes these differences arise from differences in the making of wine
based on ancient traditions, sometimes from the geological influences of numerous earthquakes which,
as a result, give abundance to specific living areas for growing grapes.
Although the most awarded Italian wines are known all over the world, the various types of grapes that
actually cost them are rarely found outside the country. We will not find Sangeliones, the leading kind
of grapes from Khanti or Nebio, grapes from which Brunello is made, to grow after France or Australia.
In fact, only the United States accepted the Italian types of grape vines - grapes. Such was the case in
the late 1980s and early 1990s, the so-called CAL / ITALIAN movement, when a number of the best
winemakers in California started breeding some of Italy's favourite vines.
However, the Italians adopted the Cabernet Sauvignon and some other species with lightning speed at
the end of the eighteenth century. In the 1970s and 1980s, winemakers with great enthusiasm will turn
to the Cabernet plantations (grapes) more than to any other kind. It created resistance in many
sophisticated winemakers who were fond of traditional grape varieties. As a result, it came to the
conclusion that wine should do in two ways, the manner in which the ancestors did and a new modern
way.

Hierarchy / Classification
Although (CosimoIIIde'Medici) Cosimo III de Medici first defined the Kyanti region as early as 1716.
and awarded the first appellation mark of the red wine of Karmignano, a regulation defining the wine
and geographical provinces of Italy was not established until 1963. The principles of this law for the
protection of controlled production zones are still applied today. The law divides the production of wines
into two classes based on the European standard: table wine (vini di tavola) and quality D.O.C.
(Denominazione di OrigineControlata) that will be subject to precise regulation in the future, respecting
the diversity of production, the geographical province where the grapes were grown, and the cultivation
of wines, as well as the experiences of winemakers. Statute of production of the first D.O.C. The region
was developed for white wines in Tuscany (Vernaccio de San Giminano). In the next years, about 300
D.O.C.
The increased number of D.O.C. regions were accompanied by increased criticism of the inadequacy of
the system for awarding individual appellations. As a consequence, the wines of mass production were
considered as the equivalent of high-quality wines. Therefore, an additional classification of the top of
the qualitative pyramid for wines has been created, which have a quality that is guaranteed by DOCG.
These wines have been subject to much stronger production regulations, lower yields and longer wines.
This mark has been awarded to the most prestigious wineries such as Barrolo, Barbareso, Brunello,
Chianti and Vino Nobile de Montalcino (Barolo, Barbareco, Brunello, Chianti and Vino Nobile di
Montalcino). But the moment when this mark was won by winners from non-prominent regions such as
Albina di Romagna, Asti Spumante and Vernaccia di San Giimignano (Asti SpumanteiVernaccia di San
Giminano), the chance of a strictly established hierarchy was missed . This, of course, has brought many
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irregularities and improvisations in wine production, and witty Italian winemakers with their
resourcefulness have come to the conclusion that these new wines can place them as table wines ignoring
their origins.
But when it comes to wine, quality is still crucial for positioning the blame on the market. Not for a long
time, these new faults, due to their indisputable quality, have reached the price of blame with protected
apppelation backgrounds.
Again, a new version of the law was drafted in 1990. This law established greater flexibility in making
the differences between D.O.C.G. and D.O.C. the marks, and unrealistic length of the prescribed period
for aging of wines was reduced.
This law prescribed the following marks:
I.
Denominazione di OrigineControllata e Garantita DOCG - Top wines of geographical origin
that include a small number of elite wines.
II.
Denominazione di OrigineControllata DOC - Quality wines of geographical origin
III.
Incazione di GeograficaTipica IGT - Trpezi wines of typical geographical origin
IV.
Vini di tavola - Ordinary table wines of not specified geographical origin

FRANCE
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Geologic and climatic diversity makes France the country with the greatest variety of wines around
the world. Under such varied natural conditions, the types of grape vines have been acclimatized over the
centuries, and as a result, a variety of methods of cultivation, ie methods of cultivation of vineyards have
developed.
(Champagne) Champagne, the northernmost wine region, covers those areas in this region where
the average temperature is not too small for ripening the grapes. It spreads from the Atlantic coast, where
the rainy climate gives the acidic character of Shapanj.
(Alsace) Alasas is a particularly suitable climate region for the cultivation of vineyards, to the west
bounded by the Vosges Mountains. Here on the slopes facing the sun, the grapes reach high ripening, and
the moisture of the rivers strikes the development of noble rot fungus, which are responsible for the best
wines here.
In the northern part of Burgundy, which owns the most famous cutting-edge Chablis wines, growers
are forced to take various measures to prevent the chrysanthemum's freezing of the grapes. Here, this kind
of grape is spread all over the world,reaches an incomparable mineral expression that is achieved by mixing
clay and marine limestone. Another Burgundy region, which is world-famous, where the climate is so rainy
that gardens are forced to plant the plant so thickly as to control the growth of the Beaujolais vineyard.
Among the mountains in the Beaujolais and the Saona valley, Gama grapes found the ideal setting on
granite and marshland, where growers must cut the Pinot Noir vines in a completely different way,
compared to their neighbors in Burgundy.
The eastern wine regions of Jura and Savoja are characteristic of the mountainous climate. In
addition to growing the only grape varieties, the Jurassic region is distinctive for its yellow wines (vin
jaune), wines kept for six years under its sludge or so-called fermentation.
In the Loire estuary, the climate is mild and humid due to the influence of warm golf courses. Thus,
in the Muscadet region, near the Loire Valley, the grapes are mature early, while excellent, dry and sweet
white wines are produced under continental influence, but perfect black. Lately, CabernetFrance takes the
primacy over Cabernet Sauvignon for better yields. The Bordeaux region, and as the most important part
of the Medoc - Medoc region, lies between the Gironade River and the Atlantic Ocean, where climatic
conditions lead to late maturation, and the porous gravel substrates prevent the waning of wines from
frequent rains. In the southeast, this region is significantly warmer and the influence of the mountains is
more significant.
The influence of the Atlantic Ocean feels incredibly far to the east, that is, to the southeastern
regions of the southeast, with three factors: heat, wind and aridity. These factors are particularly influential
in the Rhône valley where they make the ideal balance of white as well as black grape varieties. Here, and
across the Midi is the realm of Syrah grapes, while Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Grenache and Mourvédre grapes
are further dominated in the south. In Provence, the symbol of the Mediterranean way of life, the proximity
of the Alps to the north has as much influence as the Mediterranean Sea from the south, and therefore it has
a great variety of wines and wine styles.
Corsica is not only geographically close to the Italian coast, but also the grape varieties are Italian because
they correspond most closely to the Mediterranean climate.
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Languedoc-Roussillon region, located in the Bay of Lyons is one of the largest wine regions in the world.
The climate is characterized by a large number of sunny hours, but also with northwestern winds (as in
Provence), which provides a healthy environment for the grapes. These wines reach an optimal
concentration in reduced sludge.
France has a total of 872,000 hectares under vineyards, including 70,000 hectares for the production of
cognac, as well as 6,000 hectares for the production of Armagnac, and produces 630 million coffins (57
million hectoliters) per year each year. Since the mid-1980s, France has reduced wine production by 27%
in response to the need to reduce the production of lower quality wines, which resulted in consumers
consuming less wine, but choosing wines of higher quality.

Classification of French wines
In 1935, when the National Institutes of Origine (OAO) was established, France became the first country
to constitute the system for controlling the origin and quality of its wines for its entire territory, although
individual wine regions outside France conducted quality control much earlier (Kiangti in 1716 and Rioja
in 1560). The task of this Institute was primarily to prepare the geographical boundaries and their labels, as
well as the rules that apply to them.
I.

II.

AOC Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée (AOC or AC) Premium wine of geographical origin
- Today there are more than 470 separate AOCs, covering 490,000 hectares, which produce
more than 322 million coffees (29 million hectoliters) of wine. The AOS Regulation
regulates the types of grapes used, the methods of breeding, harvesting and ripening
reactions, the minimum alcoholic strength, the techniques of making wine for each region.
Vin Délimité de Qualité Supérieure (VDQS) -Quality wine of geographical origin - There
are 33VDQS wines, which come from nearly 6,800 hectares, and from which produce over
4.8 million crates (438,000 hectoliters), with similar control to that of AOS guilt, but with
possibly higher yields, and therefore contains lower alcoholic strength. But the ultimate
quality standard is not so high, although it is sometimes subject to debate in some cases.

Around a dozen of their faults went from VDQS to AOS (Corteaux du Tricastin in 1973, St.-Chinian 1982,
Corteaux du Lyonnais in 1984, Côtes du Forez in 2000, St. Bris in 2003). But none of this category should
to be considered as a transit of blame to AOS, however the transfer of some wines is indeed a rare case with
total merit.

Vin de pays - Table wine of geographical origin
In this category, 153 wines belong, and the vineyards from which they come are covering 200,000 hectares,
and they produce annually about 166 million cases (15 million hectoliters) annually. Officially, this
category was established in 1968. , but vins de pays became commercially available in 1973, when the rules
of production were established
Vin de table - Table wine (usually) without a geographical indication
There are over 175,000 hectares with unclassified vineyards, producing an average of 75 million
hectoliters (5 million hectoliters) of wine per year, and when this data is compared with the data from 10
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years ago (510 million boxes / 34 million hectoliters), we will notice the trend to reduce this segment in
favor of higher quality wines.

Ranking of French wine by category
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée - Premium wine of geographical origin (AOC or AC)
Exactly 58% of the total French production, of which 25% goes to exports, and the
remaining 75% are consumed on the French market
Vin Délimité de Qualité Supérieure - Quality wine of geographical origin (VDQS)
Less than 1% of the total production of French wine, of which 17% goes to exports, and
the remaining 83% are consumed on the French market
Vin de Pays - Traditional wine of geographical origin
Nearly 31% of the total production of French wine, of which 10% is exported, and the
remaining 90% for consumption on the French market
Vin de Table - Usually French table wine
Just over 10% of the total production of French wine, of which 16% is exported, and the
remaining 84% for consumption on the French market

SPAIN
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What is the attitude of the Spaniards towards wine tells us their saying "Beber este vino es como hablar con
dios" - drinking wine is like talking to the Lord. The Spaniards use the verb elaborar to produce wine, rather
than fabricar, because of the intention to explain that the wine production process requires something more,
full commitment, time, creativity and nourishment of the plantations. Indeed, more than ever before, the
Spaniards have done all that, after decades of passivity when it seemed that the majority of Spanish wines
were "married" for the average quality.
In order to understand Spain (in a wine-making sense), its history and tradition must be taken into account.
Many winemakers, who today use modern technology, seem to have been crushed by the grapes as they did
yesterday. They continued to respect the wisdom of the old way of making wine, as well as the tastes
obtained in that way. One of the old principles is certainly the tradition of long aging of barrels. In the past,
the Spaniards guarded the blame for over 25 years (more than anywhere in the world). Today, the guilt is
not kept so much, because they slowly change the taste of the wine: the younger ones are appreciated, fresh
wines with prominent fruity notes.
Spain is today a world-class wine-maker with 1.2 million hectares of vineyards, and the world's third-largest
wine-making producer, followed by Italy and France. It owns more than 600 its own grape varieties, out of
which 20 of them make 80% of their wine. It is surprising that in Spain, where red wine is a favorite, most
of the vineyards are with white grapes.
The cultivation of the grapes in the central part of La Mancha is mainly intended for Garafa wine with a
neutral taste that is mainly sold by the bars. Unlike those wines, quality Spanish wines have the character
of crossing. White grapes, such as Albarino Parellada (Regions Rias Braxias, Penedes) are respected for
their regional character. But the most demanded grapes in the country and the most rewarded is what is
produced from the Tempranilo variety - black grapes from which the legendary wines of Rioja, Ribera del
Duero are made. Tempranilo is for Spain what is Cabernet for Bordeaux and SanGovese for Italy. The five
most important regions in Spain are Rioja, Ribera del Douero, Sheri (Sherez Jerezregion), Penedes, Rias
Baixas, but Prioreto can join them. The wines from the wineries located in these six regions are certainly
those that need to be sought, but in a country like Spain that has 1/5 of European vineyards, it is worthwhile
to look for faults outside these regions.

Classification of wines
Denominación De Origen (DO) laws passed for the first time in 1932 and revised in 1970, similar to the
French law defining and protecting wines of a specific geographical origin. There are 54 DO, that is,
officially recognized geographical regions.
But Rioja is the only region with the Denominación de 0rigenCalificada (DOC), which can only be obtained
when all the rigid requirements are followed.
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PORTUGAL

Like the Spanish, the Portuguese wine history begins with the Phoenicians who brought the first vines.
Viticulture has developed over the centuries, and especially in the era of the golden era of Portuguese
researchers, who by their conquest of the world laid the foundations of European domination. But as
whenever a glorious era ends, there is a long period of sadness for that time (saudade), which has deeply
rooted in the being of the Portuguese people. That melancholy for the glorious times certainly gives Portugal
its beautiful features in literature, in music (Fado) ... and the wine was a faithful patron for all that time. But
it is indisputable that Portugal put that period in the position of an unusual country at the end of Europe,
which is certainly reflected in the winery.
In the 19th century a flourishing of the middle class of wines emerged, noticed by the Portuguese authors,
who carefully analysed the differences of the regions and the knowledge of the wine. In the work of
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Remembrance of the Wine Process (Memoria sobreosProcessos de vinificação) dating back to 1867. all
these secret processes of wine making and analyzes of each village are presented, distinguishing between
the wine for export and the wine for consumption.
Today, Portugal has a fascinating 40 wine regions, 32 of which are newer, which have been a good voice
since the 19th century. With their black grapes, they can stand on an equal footing beside Bordeaux or
Burgundy, but they do not lag behind with their specificities in making their wines from their 500 kinds of
grapes. The Portuguese, respecting the basis of a century-old tradition, adopt modern technologies, so
Portugal with its fault represents a link between the Old World Wine and the New World Wine. Today in
search for good wines, we will not confine ourselves to the famous wines (Vintage Port, Moscatelde
Setubal, BarcaVehla). Many regions have accepted the trends in wines, and their wines are exciting about
their characteristics, with surprisingly low prices (Dão, Bairrada, Minho, Alentejo, Ribatejo, Palmela). As
with the wines from the New World, Portuguese wines became more important than which winery came
out, than from which D.O.C. originated.
With the entry of Portugal into the European Union in 1986, the new markets contributed to the further
development of wine production. Today, Portugal owns 260,000 hectares of vineyards, and produces an
average annual of about 7 million hl.
The symbol of Portuguese wine is of course the Porto. The national tradition in Portugal explains the
occurrence of the Porto as a coincidence when a resourceful wine-maker, whose wine delivery travelled
too long after a while, when he realized that the wine would spoil, mixed a small amount of cognac in it to
preserve the wine. But the English persistently claim credit for this divine drink, which is certainly not quite
true. It is true that they are credited with popularizing the previously unknown drink, but the Porto already
existed, when in 1678. when two Englishmen were sent by the Liverpool merchants in Castelo (north of
Porto) to learn the wine-work. As host Abbot Lamego offered them a sweet potato, but he later offered
them a port, which he later confessed to have a cognac. In fact, it is still one of the half-truths that follow
this drink. For the manufacture of portholes, a cognac is used, but a neutral alcohol (distilled) distilled
alcohol - a spirits of grapes with 77% alcohol, which the Portuguese call aguardants, which is added in a
ratio of 1: 4.

GERMANY
I.
II.
III.

IV.

Rheingau - 80% of this region is planted with the Riesling variety. The wines go to two extremes,
dry or sweet wines on a fodder (eiswein)
Rajnhesen (Rheinhessen) - the largest wine region that mainly produces wines of lower quality,
wines for daily use
Pfalz (Pfalz) - thanks to a relatively warmer climate, the white wines of this region are rich in full
character, and black wines are really high quality. The varieties are represented: Müller-Thurgau,
Riesling, Kerner and as the most important Blauburgunder (Pinot Noir)
Nahe - mainly grows Riesling, and wines are relatively full and intense

AUSTRIA
Burgenland (Burgenland) - one of the warmest regions that produces black wines of full character, with
spicy scents and fruit notes. Many of them are made from domestic unusual varieties such as Lembergger,
St. Lorraine, and BlauerZweigelt
I.
II.

Wachau - Riesling is most common here, but Sauvignon blak has found its place in this region
Kremstal and Kamptal - on clay and mixed land are grown Gruener Veltliner, Chardonnay and
even some varieties of black grapes.
Cheese and Wine and Tourism will shine!
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III.
IV.

Thermenregion - in the immediate vicinity of Vienna produces white wines from the varieties
Veltliner and Weisburgguder, but of course Riesling and Chardonnay
Styria - most of this region produces white grape varieties, while black varieties are cultivated in
the western part of this region

SWITZERLAND
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Vaud - bred Pinot Noir, Chablis and Pony Gris
Valis - 50 different grape varieties are grown in this region, from the black Pinot Noir, Gameh, but
also by Silvaner and Riesling
Neuchâtel - bred Pinot Noir, Burgundy, Chardonnay and small quantities of Pinot Gris
Ticiano produces wines from Merlot grapes, but the wines of many varieties are also known

HUNGARY
I.
II.
III.

Tokaj - the reputation gained after the dessert wine TokajAzsu, which is made from the domestic
varieties Furmint and Kharsavel, but sometimes also from the Muscat
Eger known for the "EgriBikavér" wine produced from Kekfrankos
Balaton - produces Olaszirling and Cardak

GREECE
Peloponnese - bred grapes that are good both for wines and raisins such as Sultania and Corinthia.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Crete - the variety of Citia, Latrico, Mandelaria and Vilana is cultivated
Central Greece - Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Fries is grown
Northern Greece - breed Limnio and WhiteAtiri, Asithriko, Roditis
The islands and eastern Aegean - breeds Muscat Blanc

THE WINES OF THE NEW WORLD
The term commonly used for all wines other than Europe is "the wine of the New World". Undoubtedly,
this expression was evident by the apparent appeal of colonialism to Europeans. Europe, as the homeland
of all the traditional, classic wine regions of the world, and as a producer of two thirds of the world's
global wine production, is the Old World, and everything else is the New World or the nouveau riche.
When a person will hear the term "New World", as far as the wine is concerned, he will think that it is all
meaningless. How can it be senseless to place in such remote regions such as the Napa Valley, Finger
Lakes, Cunavara and Santiago (Napa Valley, Finger Lakes, Coonawarra and Santiago)? But only a little
thinking that in Europe, blame is produced for thousands of years, taking into account which slopes will
make an ambush, which variety and where it will be grown, how dry or sweet some wine should be ... are
it the decisions brought by the great-great-grandparents of today's winemakers.
In non-European countries, the door of viticulture and wine production is open, the owner of each winery
decides where to raise grapes, which variety will plant and with what style the wine will produce. That is
what is common in the guilt of the New World.
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COUNTRIES OF SOUTH AMERICA

The development of wines in South America is one of the most exciting stories about wine. We can
thank Spain for our 16th-century research trips for the earliest dissemination of wine culture in South
America. Mexico is actually the oldest wine producer on the entire American continent, where the first
vines were brought from Europe, which also means that it is the oldest producer in the countries of the New
World. Missionaries were especially important to make wines in the conquered countries, for the provision
of wine for communion.
In the first phase of the conquest of the Inca Empire (Chile, Peru, Brazil, Bolivia, and Ecuador), the
missionaries expanded wines everywhere in these areas. Peru and Chile are the first countries where
vineyards were planted, and because there were already cultivated terraced land with already implemented
irrigation system. The first written data on the cultivation of vineyards dates back to 1550 year observed by
one founder of Bartolome de Terrazas settlement, near Cusco. In the next 20 years, wines will flourish in
Chile. Soon after, wine quickly expanded to Argentina, but the presence of government officials in Madrid
controlled the spread of viticulture in this country for the simple reason that they exchanged the wine they
transported from Spain with the local population for gold and silver.
The development of wine production was really gradual until the beginning of the 19th century when an
intense connection was established for transport to Liverpool. A few decades later, the first classical
brothels were imported, whose taste inspired farmers to raise the level of viticulture in Chile. The Argentine
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vendors of Mendoza did not find the right way until 1870. The "Father" of the Argentine wine revolution
is TibursioBenegas who bought the El Trapiche wine estate, expanding the existing 250 hectares with new
plantings on French vines. In the following period, much of the vineyards were destroyed all over Europe
and North America. The geographical position, and above all the relief isolation that the Andes do, spared
the plantations in South America from this ruin.
The slopes of the Andes make ideal conditions with abundant sunshine, as well as with irrigation waters
which, after melting of the snow, flow into the abundance of the Andes and enter the rivers. As a result,
South America became the second continent of importance in wines after Europe, with Argentina as the
largest producer on this soil, followed by Chile and Brazil.

The most important regions in Argentina:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Mendoza, the most important region of Argentina, known for raising Malbeck, which is more
successful here than in Bordeaux
San Juan, a region with a warm climate similar to that in Australian wine regions, produces mainly
cheaper wines
La Rioja is the oldest wine region in Argentina, specializing in the production of white wines from
the Trontes Grapes
Rio Negro, a southern region with a cooler climate known for its white sparkling wines such as
Moe and Shandong. But this region mainly produces black wines (about 60%)

The most important regions in Chile:
I.

II.
III.
IV.

Aconcagua (north of Santiago) where fine grape varieties are cultivated and part located at high
altitudes, such as Casablanca's coastal area, which gives excellent Chardonnay and Sauvignon
Blanc
Maipo (south of Santiago), famous for its large wineries, where Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and
Sharrodone well succeeds
A rape which is somewhat cooler than Maipo, and here Cabernet Sauvignon and Sauvignon blanc
are grown here
Maule which is a somewhat cooler and humid region of Rapel, which gives quality species of
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Sauvignon blanc.
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USA

Today, the United States is one of the most dynamic wine producing countries in the New World. Never
before had Americans had such a selection of wines of such high quality. However, unfortunately, wine has
never been an integral part of American culture. Thanks to the consumer history of carbonated drinks,
coffee, milk, and beer, which are drunk mostly in the United States, wine remains as a passion for only a
small part of the population. Until 1998, only 11% of American adults consumed 88% of the wines sold in
the United States, and the changes came gradually.
Changing lifestyles and indisputable evidence of the beneficial effect of wine on health have resulted in
increased wine consumption in the mid-1990s. Between 1994 and 1998, wine became the second beverage
after the growth of consumption, and that trend continues.
The number of wineries is higher than ever before, 2,388 in 47 countries. In California, the number of
wineries has increased four times in the years between 1965 and 1995. But, as in France, wines can not
simply be categorized because of their varieties resulting from the high variability of the conditions in
which vineyards are cultivated in various parts of the United States. As for example the wine regions in the
upper parts of the state of New York due to the cold climate will give wines similar to those of Alsace and
Germany, while the wine regions of sunny Texas will give wines similar to those of Portugal ...
It is no coincidence that California is the most developed wine region of the United States. The history of
the beginnings of viticulture in the United States extends from the time of the Spanish conquistadores, that
is, their missions in the early 1700s, when Spanish researchers and the Pharaffian missionaries move to the
north of Mexico in Texas and California. These vineyards planted, known as the missionary grapes, were
of Spanish origin. The next historic event that contributed to the development of wines was the golden fever
of 1849. in the Sierra area, when many of the gold diggers, perceiving the risk of work, are turning to
cultivating vineyards. At the same time, California was inhabited by people from all over the world who
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sought their life's happiness. One of them was the Finnish captain Gustav Nybaum who, after the
development of a successful trading company, raised the first vineyard in the Napa valley, while Hungarian
Haraszthy was the founder of Sonoma Buena Vista, who brought 165 different types of grapes.
The new era of viticulture in the United States begins in California in the 1960s and 1970s, when wealthy,
educated individuals came to California with idealistic aspirations to erect vineyards and vineyards. This
period of wine rejuvenation will not be completed by this period. The success of winemakers from this
region will inspire winemakers, from the state of New York to Texas. Today more than 90% of the total
wine is produced in California, but each of the wine regions has its own role in the development of wine
production. Oregon has become a region that specializes in the complicated but divine species of Pinot
Noir, the state of Washington has become recognizable by mature, concentrated Merlot and Cabernet
Sauvignons, and New York is leading with its Riesling.
The process of establishing and defining the wine regions in the United States began in 1978year when the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Weapons drafted the wine regions - AVA (AVA). AVA is defined as
"separate wine regions, different in their geographical characteristics, with boundaries that are defined and
recognized", and today there are 140 AVA regions in 11 countries. Although at first glance it might be
thought that the system is similar to the European, it actually differs significantly. According to the
European regulations, it is not easy to determine the boundaries, and details are set about how grapes are
grown and how the wines must be made. In the US, wineries have the freedom to plant what they want and
make wine in their own way. Thus, the wines differ in their taste more due to the way they are produced,
than from the region in which the grapes were grown, that is, the wines were produced. Therefore, the name
of the producer is the most important information on the American wine label.

APPEAL IN THE USA
US appeal or appeal to the United States
This appeal covers wines that are mixed and varied from any part of the United States, including the
Columbia District and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. These wines as well as table wines in France
must not designate the harvest year. It is also the only appeal that can be exported in the form of refined
wine.
Appeal with the origin of grapes more states
This appeal classifies wines made by contingents of two or three states in the United States, and the
percentage of the grape composition must be precisely assigned to each country separately.
Appeal originating from a US state
These are blacks originating in at least 75% of the said state (with the exception of Texas where it is 85%
and California where it must be 100%), but the remaining 25% must be from a country bordering on the
said. If the smaller percentage of grapes comes from a non-neighboring country, it is subject to appeal by
several states.
Appeal from multiple regions
It covers from any two or three regions of the same appeal, with precisely stated percentages of each.
Appeal to one region
Wine with this type of appeal must contain 75% of the grapes from that region.
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2.3. AUSTRALIA
The first vineyards in Australia were erected in 1788. when Captain Arthur Philip founded Port Jackson on
the slopes next to the Intercontinental Hotel in Sydney. At the same time, he and his sons brought the secrets
of the wine industry from France. Furthermore, history shows that the beginnings of wines were in the early
period of the last century with all grape varieties that were implemented by winemakers such as James
Busby and William Macartur.
In Australia, vineyards are often located conveniently close to the urban centers: the Hunter Valley at
Sydney, the Barossa Valley at Adelaide, the Swon Valley at Perth, and the Jara Valley at Melbourne. For
the same commercial reasons, the bulk of Australian refuse production is located in the hot, irrigated regions
along the Murray and Murawridge rivers.

For the last 40 years, the technology used in Australia has led to an increase in the quality of the wines. By
1980, 99% of the overall Australian wine production was consumed on the domestic market. Today 40%
of the wine is exported. The dynamics of the development of wines in Australia are vividly illustrated by
the fact that a new winery opens every few days (there are over 2000 wineries).
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Due to the identification with the styles, but also because of determining the differences with the Old World,
the descriptions of the blame are based on the way in Europe. Today, labeling with the designation of the
grape species becomes the norm, mostly due to the pressure from the European Union, and for the purpose
of achieving precision that it is the type of grapes, and not for the region - terroir.
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Wine regions and subregions
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NEW ZELAND

Located between the Equator and the South Pole, New Zealand is located in the middle of the South Pacific.
Australia is closest to him, and 1600 km away. On the two main islands, simply called Northern Island and
the South Island, vineyards grow, which are in fact the most globally positioned vineyards in the world.
Until recently, rarely anyone outside the New Zealand country had the opportunity to taste New Zealand
wine until a Sauvignon blanch in 1980year does not put New Zealand on the map of wine.
The New Zealand winery brought the English missionaries 50 years after the settlement of these islands.
Missionary Samuel Mardsen planted the first vineyards in 1839. (there are no records of blame), and
Scottish James Basby produced the first wine for which there are records. In the 1800's immigrants from
Dalmatia came to this area who already knew about the wine, but they did not manage to fight with the
phylloxera and powdery mildew that quickly decimated the vineyards. Although the plantings were replanted, with French-American (more resistant) grape varieties (Isabella and Bako noir), wine production
remains low. Since 1920, until 1960year winemakers in the wine added 25% of water, which, although not
ethical, was still legal.
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Today, the situation is completely different, thanks to the new regulation, capital investments as well as the
educated winemakers, small but innovative wine production is flourishing. Instead of cheaper wines, dry
table wines began to be made. The number of wineries (293 in 1988) nearly 40% increased until 1998.
Of the two dozen grape varieties that are cultivated in New Zealand today, Sauvignon Blanc and
Chardonnay are the most common plantations. The most promising species are of course Pinot Noir, which
is already the leading New Zealand black grape, which is increasingly planted.
Regions
More than 40% of the vineyards are found in the wine regions of Gibbonne and Hoaque Bay. These two
regions are the regions where the best Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay can be found, as well as fine
Cabernet and mixtures of Cabernet and Merlot.
The Wine region of Oakland, as well as Vaiararpa and Martinbrof are good producers of Pinot Noir as well
as many other quality grape varieties.
The Canterbury district with a fairly cold climate and the still more southern and cooler region of Otago,
where species are cultivated for which the cool climate is suitable, make wines with real elegance such as
Riesling, Pinot Noir and Chardonnay.
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SOUTH AFRICA

The first vineyards in this land were planted in 1655year but without any success in making wine. The
situation significantly improved with the arrival of French Huguenots in the early 1700s. When the forces
of the French Revolution conquered the Netherlands in 1806. The English occupied Cape and thus blocked
the delivery of French wines, which resulted in increased exports of wines from South Africa (1859 to
45,000 hectolitres). This development in history has accelerated the arrival of immigrants attracted by
telling about gold mines and diamonds, many of which raised vineyards but without any necessary control.
In 1905, the government encouraged the formation of cooperatives, but nothing was constructively achieved
for controlled cultivation of crops. How would you raise the quality of the wine, in 1918year the government
makes a decision, half of the produced grapes to go to cognac production.
New regions and better wines

The two most important regions are traditionally recognizable regions of Stelbosch and Parl. With the
founding of Russell Hamilton's vineyards in Hermanus, Walker Bay County / Overberg becomes a region
of interest for wine producers. Even more interest is attracted by Bittenfeuchtting and the Little Constancy
erected in 1985 and 1986.
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Constantia is today one of the most exciting regions, producers of white varieties of wine such as Riesling,
Sauvignon Blanc, and Pinot Noir.
In 1995, for the first time, winemakers were allowed to make wine grapes from other regions, but not to
mix with domestic yields, but only to make grape wines from other regions only. This allows winemakers
for the time needed to replace the vineyards with suitable species for this soil, to make wines of high quality
raw materials. In the subsequent phase, quality improvement is certainly coming to an end.

COUNTRIES OF NORTH AFRICA
The wine industry in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, as well as their appellate systems, is based on the
structure that colonial France has left in these countries. But the wine industry is pretty backward because
of their government's ban on alcohol use. Their laws do not allow free sale of alcohol, as well as wine
tourism, which certainly reduces the potential for development of these countries.
The occurrence of wine production in these regions dates back to 1000 years. BC, and wine production has
been developed already in the 6th century BC. The French government made this region one of the most
important wine regions in the world.
Today, wines can barely survive, with the bans and restrictive policies of Islamic governments, which
would most like to stop production altogether.

ALGERIA
Wine regions of the province of Oran: Mascara, Mont du Tesla, Mostaganem, Mostaganem - Kenenda, etc.
Wine regions of Algeria: Ain - Baser - Bowara, Zakar, Medea Dara.
Other wine regions: Alicante de Orani, Fountain du Jeni, Cayam de Línos, Nadim, Trape.
In 1830, Algeria became the first North African country colonized by the French, which began the
cultivation of vineyards in this country. (400,000 hectares), but since independence, this number is
shrinking, so the number of wineries from 3000 has dropped to 50. In Algeria, the phylloxera has never
reached, so the origins of the vines are from the original plantations, and the number of vineyards and wine
production is the primate in this region they surrendered to neighboring countries.

MOROCCO
Wine regions: Berkan, Buferkan, El Yadida, Atlas, Fez, Rabat - Casablanca, Marakesh, Sidi - Slimane,
Skirat.
The wine has been made here since the Roman Empire, but in the centuries of the rule of the Muslims, wine
production has completely disappeared. In 1912, Morocco falls under French and Spanish control, which
again becomes an active territory in terms of wines. When Morocco gained independence in 1956, the
government introduced quality control, similar to the French AOC. In 1973, the government nationalized
the vineyards.
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TUNIS
Wine regions: Grombalia, Kelibia-Cap-Bon, Tiber et al.
The wines here were made around Carthage in the Pounot times, but the production was forbidden for 1000
years. After the French colonization in 1881, wineries re-established, until independence in 1955. when the
foundations of prosperity were set up, as well as the marking of the two basic appeals: Vin Supérieur de
Tinisie and Appellation Contrôlée Vin de Muscat de Tnisie. These appeals failed to establish a protective
control, which required the introduction of a new quality control system in 1957. with the following four
appeals (Vins de Comsommatio Courante, VinsSupérieurus, Vins de QualitéSupérieure, Appellation d
OrigineContrôlée). The best traditional wines in Tunisia are made from the Muscat de Kelibia grapes, but
one part of the black wines are good.
LITERATURE:
1. Andre Domine and a team of authors 2004/2007: Wein, Tandem Verlang GmbH
2. Tom Stevenson, 2005: Sotheby's Wine Encyclopedia of Sotheby's Wine Encyclopedia, for Dorling
Kindersley-Cooling Brown LTD
3. Karel MacNeil, 2001: The Wine Bible, Worksman Publishing Company Inc.

PRA HISTORY OF WINE IN MACEDONIA
Like the general history, wine history was paralleled with historical events. Can not say the exact year when
wine was first made, because it is a really distant past, as well as general things about other things and
historical events. It is assumed that even in the period of prehistory there was some sort of "wild vines" that
the then resident, "Homosapiens" - a person consumed as other fruits as basic food for survival. The vine
was not developed at this time as it was nowadays, it was with a reduced dimension, ie, with small grapes.
The then resident at the time of the Paleolithic era of prehistory with the development of the vessels tried
to store the bunches, the juice of the vine, not knowing that with that he made wine, that is, he was the first
in history to know the wine for the first time. It is thought that this event that happened in prehistoric times
is the beginning of making wine, but further as matured weather matures, so there are many other events
related to wine production. With the further development of prehistoric times, the production of vessels
began to develop.
After the discovery of bronze, many dishes were used which they used in the diet. So, grape storage, that
is, wine in the dish was developed. Prehistoric vines were of small size, small grains, but later with the
development of agriculture, man began to develop the vine. We will never find out the first time a wine has
been made and for the first time the first vineyard has been inhabited, because it is very difficult to prove it
is a period of the distant past.
There is more evidence that pre-historic settlements really existed in the territory of today's Republic.
Macedonia. The country was fairly fruitful, and the grape vine could undoubtedly be well-grown in large
quantities. Prehistoric wine contained a low percentage of alcohol by some sources. This claim can be
confirmed, since prehistoric vines were of a reduced dimension than today, and thus contained a small
amount of sugar undeveloped which sugar by fermentation turns into alcohol. This drink was probably
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pleasing to drink so the development of agriculture and the making of vessels developed and wine
production.
Bronze and Iron Age are times where metals come to terms, making farming and household work easier.
Making agricultural tools that will serve for easier processing of the land with this and improving the quality
of products. The grapevine begins to change the past composition improves the quality and thus the quality
of the wine. Making dishes contributes to better storage - keeping wine improving quality.
With the development of time, civilized society grows in parallel the development of wine production.

ANCIENT MACEDONIA
Macedonia in ancient times was a kingdom that initially stretched on the territory of Aegean Macedonia in
the northern part of today's Greece. It bordered the kingdom of Epirus to the west and the Thracian region
to the east. In a given time period Macedonia was the most powerful country in the world when Alexander
the Great conquered almost the entire then known world, and thus began the Macedonian period in world
history. Macedonians lived in the southern region of then-Macedonia since the archaic time.
The first Macedonian state appears in the VIII or early 7th century BC under the leadership of the Argeadi
dynasty, when the Macedonians migrated there from the west. The first king for which there is
documentation is Perdiccas I. During the reign of King Alexander I, the Macedonian territory began to
spread to Eordeia, Botiaia, Pieria, Mygdonia and Almopia. Near today's city of Voden, Perdiccas I (or more
likely his son Arguei I) built the first capital of Ayga (present Kutlesh)
The second capital is Pella, which with the big construction activities in the time of Philip II of Macedonia
is becoming a metropolis in the Balkans. The Macedonian state achieved the greatest political, military and
economic growth in the time of Philip II of Macedonia, and ecumenical significance (according to its size
and power) in the time of Alexander III of Macedon. After his death until the Roman conquests (334-168
BC), Macedonia is governed by the diasporas and the epigones: Antipater, Cassander, Philip IV, Alexander
V (Antipatrides), Demetrius I The besieger, Pyrrhus, Lysimachus, Ptolemy; after 277 BC followed by the
last Macedonian dynasty Antigonides (Antigonus I Gonat, Demetrius II, AntigonusDoson, Philip V of
Macedon and Perseus). After the fall under Roman rule, in 146 BC. BC, Macedonia becomes a Roman
province.
For Ancient Macedonia, the Macedonian basileia, the royal arrangement with the inherited ruler and the
state institutions that rule according to Macedonian laws, Macedonian customs, rituals, with Macedonian
deities, myths, cults and a separate Macedonian language are characteristic.
The cult to the Sun was the most important and the most extensive cult among the Macedonians. Solar
symbolism is not a characteristic of the Hellenes, but among the Macedonians, the sun rose is one of the
most common symbols. This rosette is found on the Macedonian shield. The rosette has many other items,
such as jewelry and weapons. The earliest portrayal of the sun rose is depicted on a bronze diadem of the
9th century BC, found in the necropolis in Kutlesh. It has the sun's rosette among the Paionian tribes of
their VI century BC coins. The Rosetta is also shown on the sarcophagus of Philip II of Macedonia. The
schematized displays of the rosette are encountered on Macedonian shields, often accompanied by stars or
crescent. The Rosetta also meets the tombstones of Roman times, most often after the middle course of the
river Vardar, in the former Paionia.
Some historians conclude that keeping the cult of the Sun in Macedonia until the end is antique is the
specificity of the Macedonian religion, and the sun rose is a Macedonian symbol.
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WINE IN ANCIENT MACEDONIA
Wine in Ancient Macedonia was very popular, adored, desirable, religiously and certainly consumed. The
ancient Macedonians had developed the "cult of wine", everything started and everything ended with him.
They treated the wine as one of the most important segments of their lives. The proof of this is the fact that
the ancient Macedonians were one of the few nations in the world, if not the only ones who, in their religious
corps, had a god of wine. It is the famous god Dionysus from the fifth century BC. In fact, he was created
in the imagination of the Macedonian tribe Brigi, who played a significant role in the ethnogenesis of the
ancient Macedonians. Macedonians and other Balkan nations honored this god organized special
magnificent manifestations, known as the bahanalias or "Days of Dionysus". On this day, the whole
population, the free inhabitants and the slaves were present.
It is thought that the most famous ruler of Macedon, Alexander the Macedonian drank wine in honor of the
god Heracles this claim proves ancient historian DiodorusSicilijan, another ancient historian Plutarch that
Alexander of Macedonia had a great pleasure to have a glass of wine while conversing with people.
The ancient Macedonians raised the grapevine lovingly with love. Macedonian territory was very suitable
for growing high quality grapevine that will later grow into quality wine. A country with many sunny days
needed to create high-quality grapes with a large percentage of sugar later in the process of making wine
will create a good percentage of alcohol for great wine. Historical evidence proves that ancient Macedonians
drank winenot mixed it means that they were real fans of wine with a high alcohol or mundanely strong
wine they were real men who drank wine. Kings were passionate wine worshipers. The above states that
the cultivation of vines and the production, preservation, and service of wine for those ancient times have
been brought to perfection in the past.
The ancient ruler Alexander the Great had a servant who used it only for serving wine and called him "a
wine sinker".
Archaeological excavations and inventions from ancient times are very "talk" about this divine beverage.
Traditionally from ancient times, the custom was to bury his personal belongings with the dead.
Archaeologists who performed excavations at the graves confirm that they have found wine-drinking
vessels for every third excavated grave. These authentic evidence proves that the ancient Macedonians were
truly wine consumers, and these vessels according to their form show that they drank wine without mixing
without the addition of water, as other peoples did at that time.
An interesting religious practice is that the ancient Macedonians pour wine before a campaign, believing
that the gods would receive it as a gift to help them in the campaign. Alexander the Great spilled wine from
his boat before sailing in the Indus River as a gift to the gods to be successful in the campaign.
These evidence shows the true history of wine in Ancient Macedonia. Most of the papers about the customs,
the tradition i.e. Macedonian inventions by archaeologists of the ancient Macedonians have been published
by Dr. Eugen Borza from the University of Pennsylvania.

MANUFACTURE OF ANCIENT WINE
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The ancient Macedonians had a unique way of producing wine at the time. Like the unique ways and tactics
of warfare that they invented and applied, which brought them high-level conquests. At that time it was
thought how to conquer an increasing number of territories, which would increase the borders of the state.
The favourable climate, climate, soil and the sufficient number of sunny days needed to create high-quality
clusters contributed to making a truly quality wine for the time that other nations could not posses. It cannot
be said with precision what was the ancient vine of the time, because it is a great time period where this
vine has undergone major changes in the past over time. However, it is known with certainty that in the
present territory where the vine is cultivated the most, and at that time it is grown, it is confirmed by
historically written sources.
The ancient way of producing wine created by the ancient Macedonians is really interesting and intriguing.
They made clay amphorae to store wine with a large dimension wide with a narrow bulb hole made by the
skilled hands of the masters, making them unique and unique in the then known part of the world. Wellmade amphorae ready to store wine were buried in the ground with an opening above the ground. This
made it good for the wine to naturally ferment and properly mature to be quality and to be cool at the same
time. This way of storing and maturing the wine at that time period was very effective. After harvesting the
grapes, the bunches in the amphora were completely unloaded. Specifically, they opened the openings with
olive oil and closed them so as not to enter the air and to hinder the fermentation and ripening of the wine.
In clay amphorae, wine was kept for up to 3 years to mature to be quality for consumption. In the wine,
honey was also put in order to be milder and longer.
Consumption of wine was also carried out in reduced-dimension amphorae well-designed during that time.
By the skilful masters, they were so well painted that one would really be delighted. Bunches, Macedonian
symbols and so on were painted. They also used vessels made of bronze and terracotta. Depending on the
financial condition of a man such a vessel was used. At that time the bronze was quite expensive so everyone
could not have it. These claims are manifested by archaeological findings in excavated graves from ancient
times.
Wine in Ancient Macedonia was consumed by almost all residents of the country with special attention.
The Kings had their own unique wine vessels for various occasions for everyday or special occasions, as at
that time were feasting after winning battles.

MACEDONIA - ROMAN PROVINCE
After the fierce revolts, uprisings and after the great number of wars, Ancient Macedonia failed to save
itself from the fierce invaders of the time - the Romans. With the suppression of the last resistance of the
last Macedonian ruler Andrisc, at the same time, the four Macedonian then republics were in effect at 148
BC. Ancient Macedonia ceases to exist. By decision of the Senate, Macedonia became a Roman province.
Epirus, Thessaly, parts of Illyria and Thrace were connected to the province. There is very little data for
this Roman province.
Some historical sources assume that Macedonia was probably one of the most peaceful parts of the Roman
Empire during the zenith of Roman rule, between the first and the late third centuries AD. The province is
very rarely mentioned in the then historical sources. This will change after the great political and economic
crisis that shook the Empire to the backbone of the third century. Under Emperors Diocletian and
Constantine, many of the Balkan provinces were reorganized, usually divided into smaller administrative
units easier to manage. It is interesting that the provincial borders of Macedonia remained unchanged.
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During the Late Antiquity period, the province was split into two smaller provinces and then reunited on
several occasions, but the external borders did not change. In the historical documents of the 4th century
AD there is a province called Macedonia Second with Municipium Stobi as the capital. Historians know
very little about its stretching and the border with Macedonia Prima.
In the later sources of the 5th and 6th centuries AD, we also come across Macedonia Salutaris, but historians
are not convinced that this was the same province with Macedonia Sekunda, nor are they sure of its exact
location and stretching . Judging from the fact that its capital was Stobi, located at the mouth of Vardar and
Black (Erigon of the Antic), it is assumed that this province largely coincided with the territory of the old
Peony Kingdom, and not with Upper Macedonia, which remained within the borders of Macedonia Prima.
Until the late Roman period, the population of Macedonia was completely Romanized. Only the name of
the province was left to bear the memory of the ancient kingdom of Macedon. The people used Greek and
Latin as written languages, and in historical sources they were known as Romans or Romans.
This is evident in the historical sources of the fifth and sixth centuries, during the period of the great
invasions of the German, Slavic, Hun and Tatar tribes. Here, the conquerors are always separated from the
locals who are simply called Romans.
According to the found historical sources from the past, the Romans did everything that existed from
Ancient Macedonia nationalized. All the treasures that possessed Macedonia, the national treasures, their
unique buildings were joined by the Roman Empire.
The Romans worshiped the wine very much, and it can be said that the wine was nationalized from
Macedonia. One of the largest growers of the vine was at the same time a manufacturer of this Roman
province of Macedonia. The Romans were mostly supplied with wine from Macedonia. It was one of the
most important regions for grapes supply.

WINE IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE
As we have already mentioned earlier, the Romans have more nationalized, written down to the empire.
Thus, the ancient wine making from Ancient Macedonia was incorporated as their way of producing wine.
Mostly, the Romans used clay amphorae and terracotta vessels.
The Romans had a specific way of preserving the wine. After the harvest, the grapes were placed in
amphoras well-made by the then masters, and the amphorae did not bury them in the basements of the wine
cellars in the cold. An interesting specific way of the time, the Roman amphorae where they put the wine
closed them well with wax and the room was constantly smoked to prevent oxygen entering the amphorae
so as to obstruct fermentation and ripening.
Grapes were purchased from their provinces where high quality varieties of grape varieties were produced.
The transfer of the already made wine was done in well made ceramic or terracotta amphorae, so that the
wine remains quality for the time as it was.
An archaeological excavation of the Albanian coast has yielded fruit, 300 amphorae have been found to
transport wine into a sunken ship. This is one evidence that it can be said that wine was actually transferred
from the present territories of the Balkans, then the Roman province.
The Romans found that keeping the wine in dishes made of lead aurelogy to preserve the wine more quality,
but also gave it a specific sweet taste. According to some historians, lead poisoning is thought to be one of
the reasons for the collapse of the Roman Empire.
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The Romans are credited with the development of wine. They classified the various types of grapes,
observed and observed the ripening of the grapes, identified the diseases. They were able to produce yeast
through irrigation and fertilization techniques.
Those first began to store the wine in wooden barrels and also the first who started using glass bottles. In
the first century of our era, wines from Italy were exported throughout Europe.
In the near future, other countries in Europe began to produce their own wines. The development and quality
of wines produced in other countries in Europe, and especially in France, began to improve significantly.
Fearing competition from local wines The Roman Emperor forbade the production and cultivation of wine,
especially in France.

WINE AND GALIE
The Gauls were special Celtic ancient people who had their own language, religion, their arrangement, etc.
They lived in Galley at that time, were composed of several tribes who had their own head. The descendants
of Gal are considered peoples living in the territory of today's states Belgium, France and Switzerland. They
mostly dealt with activities such as agriculture, livestock, crafts and skilled tradesmen. Gales were also
quite good artists, sculptors most often made sculptures of their deities from bronze. They coined their
coins, which were often painted by some characters of people and animals. At the top of the country there
was a high class some kind of noble class those noblemen were called "druids". According to some
historical sources it is not known with accuracy that the druids were priests.
The Romans and Gauls fought several years of wars. The Gauls were a very brave people who did not give
up easily and did not obey. Julius Caesar managed to conquer the galleys and attach them to the Roman
Empire with its arrangement with a word romanization.
Gauls produced their own wine that they exported selling out on the markets. Gall beads made wine in their
own specific way. They made a lot of efforts with dedication to make the wine uniquely high quality. The
wine began to be stored in wooden barrels. This wine, unlike keeping in various clay amphorae of the past,
was of much better quality. Wine kept in amphorae was wild and of poorer quality. Galician warriors were
very brave, and it was thought that they received this courage from the wine created in wooden barrels. The
Romans sometime in the 1st century AD. they realized the marvelous power of the wine made in wooden
barrels by the Gauls. The Romans greatly appreciated this wine made in wooden barrels by the galleys.
Since then it has not been rooted out, but on the contrary the technique of maturing the wine in oak barrels
is increasingly sophisticated and a lot of efforts are being made to improve. The wine stored in oak barrels
is most recommended because wine slowly ferments ripening and breathes in oak barrels. It can be said that
more than 2000 years of wine storage in oak barrels is the most popular and best.

WINE IN CHRISTIANITY
The wine for Christians is of great significance symbolizes the blood of the Son of God, Jesus Christ. The
significance of the wine was shown at the secret dinner where the Lord Jesus Christ was betrayed and
crucified on the cross of his disciples. The apostles told them: "Drink from guilt this is my blood and eat of
bread, that's my body" do this always for mine a memorial. The fact that Jesus Christ chose wine as a drink
to become his blood is not accidental at all. He could take the water and the symbolism would be as strong
as water is the source of life. But, nevertheless, he chose the wine.
The symbolism of the wine and the vineyard is used by the Christian mysticism at the earliest time of the
creation of the church. This tradition relies on the identification made by the apostles of the church with the
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tree of life planted in the Garden of Paradise. This interpretation is based on the idea that water, which
precedes life, turns slowly into blood, a source of life and of love. The vine is the one that is treated as a
tree of life, which draws power from the water, from the soil and from the sun. The vineyard is shown after
the Flood, a symbol of purification and announcement of the ritual of baptism.
The first miracle of Jesus is that at the wedding in the city of Cana, where he attended the hosts, guests were
missing wine. The Lord Jesus Christ ordered the wine containers to fill them with water that turned them
into wine in the guests. They were very happy and happy because they had never tasted such a nice wine.
Holy Communion has great significance in Christianity. On the mysterious dinner for the first time, Lord
Jesus Christ partook of his disciples. Saying the meaning of wine and bread and telling them to do it all the
time. In order to receive holy communion, one should go to a spiritual and bodily post. The biggest holidays
Christmas, Easter, Dormition of the Holy Virgin and St. Peter's Day must not pass right-wing Christians
without receiving Holy Communion. After receiving Holy Communion, Christians can approach the
consumption of fatty foods.
These strong symbolic images have led to the necessity of having a wine to mark the mass. This led the
priests and monks to develop quality vineyards throughout Europe. Certainly, vineyards existed before
Christianity, but Christian priests are those who continued the tradition of viticulture and after the fall of
the Roman Empire. Especially that they have improved and improved.
The vine was grown on the church estates and wine was made. The most important wine producers have
long been monks in monasteries. Only they had adequate space, vessels and basements, but also knowledge
of wine. But the believers regularly donated their wine to monasteries and churches.

MACEDONIA UNDER THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE
In 395, the Roman state was divided into two parts by the Western Roman Empire, based in Rome and the
Eastern Roman Empire, with the capital city of Constantinople (Constantinople today). The two parts of
the Roman state never again united. Later, the Eastern Roman Empire was named Byzantium. It is not
known with accuracy the year when for the first time the Eastern Roman Empire was first given the name
Byzantium. After the division of the Roman Empire into the Eastern and Western Roman Empire,
Macedonia became part of the Eastern Roman Empire or Byzantium. With the triumph of Christianity over
pagan Roman religions, Byzantium accepts Christianity, ie. Orthodoxy as its state religion. Religion and
the state were very much connected.
The greatest growth and growth of Christianity is gained during the reign of the Byzantine Emperor
Justinian I. This king is very important for Macedonia because he originated from Macedonia at that time
while reigning with Byzantium did not forget his birthplace on the contrary contributed a lot. By the origin
of Macedonia Justinian I ruled Byzantium from 527 to 565. He was the son of Macedonian peasants from
Skopje. His uncle Justin I's brother to his mother Vigalantia, who as a senior officer of the imperial army
was elected emperor after the death of Anastasius, and called Justinian I to help him in the management of
the empire. Justinian I gained good knowledge of the law, theology and history, and in fact he gave the
direction of the politics of the empire during the reign of Justin I. After the death of Justin I in 527, Justinian
I at the age of 44 became the only emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire.
Justinian I was a Christian master who was convinced of the divine origin of his authority. His universal
views on the future of the empire had not only ancient - Macedonian and Roman but also Christian roots.
The notion of the empire was equal to the Christian universe, and the spread of the domination of the empire
for him was equal to the spread of the Christian faith. Since the time of Theodosius I, no emperor cared so
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much about Christianity as Justinian I. He helped to build new ones or to rebuild the old fortresses destroyed
in the devastating earthquake in 518 AD. In Macedonia, 46 fortifications were erected or updated. Justinian
I in 535 founded the apothecary Archbishop Justiniana Prima, based in the eponymous city. The formation
of the Apostolic Church will later be of great importance for Macedonia and the Macedonian Orthodox
Church - OA. as regards the church that enjoys the rights and privileges of Justiniana Prima, there is no
doubt that it is only the Ohrid Archbishopric that the Constantinople Patriarchate has recognized as full
Afethephal. During the reign of Justinian I with the Byzantine Empire, which was laid on a reliable basis,
the actual flowering of the art and architecture that were expressively Christian came to be. The best and
most technically perfected works were connected with the Byzantine capital. In his time, the famous
churches "St. Sofia "in Constantinople and" San Vitale "in Ravenna. Due to his merits for spreading the
Christian faith, Justinian is considered a saint in Orthodox Christianity. Justinian I dies in 565 AD.
It is thought that after the death of Justinian I, the power of the Byzantine Empire dies. He contributed
greatly to the merits of Christianity and the right that our country Macedonia is proud of today.

WINE IN THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE
Basically Byzantium was a Christian country, previously we said that wine is a very significant religious
symbol of the Christian faith. The cultivation of grapevine and wine production did not neglect, but on the
contrary, it increased a lot. With the attention of Christian churches and monasteries from that time, they
produced the wine that they used for communion, but also for drinking when they consumed food.
Many vessels for storing and drinking wine made the Byzantines their own unique works. Some vessels
used for sacred communion can be said to be used and existing to this day. Such same Byzantine vessels
are made and today they are very good to use.
Byzantium inherited large vineyards with a vine, the country was very fertile and rich. Vines were grown
everywhere in the empire where the fertile land was.
Macedonia with its convenient location had great participation in the cultivation of grapevine and the
production of wine in Byzantium is considered the current most beautiful wine regions and then were the
most beautiful.
The monks who served in the Byzantine monasteries did a lot of quality and beautiful wine followed by
divine grace. They themselves had vineyards, wine cellars where they kept the wine.
The wine was done, Byzantium existed as a state, but when Byzantium loses the battle with the Turks
everything has changed since then. Wine production is slowly overlooked by the imposition of Islam.
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MACEDONIA UNDER OTTOMAN AUTHORITY
After the fall of Macedonia under the Ottoman rule, many things in the country are changing, the Ottomans
impose their rules of governance and their religion and commit great oppression to the then indigenous
population, the name Macedonia is not mentioned in any Turkish document called the Rumeliski elayet.
After the battle of the Maritsa River in 1371, the Turks celebrated victory over the army of King Volkashin
and the despots Uglesha. After this battle, Volkashino's successor, King Marko and the rest of tax-payers
are buying their short-lived, relative freedom. After the fall under the Ottoman Turks in the first decades of
the 15th century, Macedonia became a platform from which the conquest of the other neighboring countries
continues. Soon the Turks are carrying out their administrative division of the country and in the
composition of the Rumelian elite, they form four sanjaks Skopski, Kyustendil, Solunski and Ohridski. The
subjugation of Macedonia to the Macedonian people was not just a simple change of government, because
it was followed by the terrible devastation of the country, the cities and the villages leading into slavery,
the forced relocations of larger groups of people through the sterile areas of Asia Minor with assimilation
and a host of other miseries.
Mass settlements with larger Turkmen groups begin, usually cattle-breeders, who, as a wedge, clog up
among the Macedonian population, taking the most fertile pastures from Thessaloniki to Skopsko Pole. The
ethnic unity of the Macedonian population was gradually alienated. Without looking out of the situation,
the Macedonian population begins to rebel raising ups and uprisings. Some significant uprisings during the
Ottoman rule, which were bloody suppressed by the ascetic, are the Karposh Uprising, the Negushov
Uprising, the Uprising of the Uprising, the Kresna Uprising, the Ilinden Uprising, and others.
The imposition of Islam as a religion on the Christian population was carried out continuously by the
Ottomans. In the Ottoman Empire, Islam was a state religion. Other religions were subordinate. The
Christian population and Christian objects were highly oppressed by the Ottomans were bound to large
taxes and were required conditions that were impossible to meet, but with faith in God, Christians succeeded
in preserving Christianity and facilities.
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With the conquests of the Ottomans in the Balkans, the autocephaly of the Ohrid Archbishopric was
disturbed. She was constantly suppressed by the Constantinople Patriarchate. In the 15th century, the church
of St. Sofia in Ohrid (the then seat of the Ohrid Archbishopric) was converted into a mosque.
The Archbishop's seat was transferred to KlimentovoSv. Panteleimon, but after its conversion into a
mosque, the seat of the Ohrid Archbishopric was moved to St. Virgin Perivlepta. Many other churches in
Macedonia were turned into mosques in that period.
Arseny II gave his "voluntary resignation" in 1767. Immediately after Arseny's descent from the
Archbishop's throne, the Patriarch Samuel Hanczriy worked with the sultan Mustafa III with his actions
annulled the Ohrid Archbishopric, and its dioceses were included in the Patriarchy without the right to
appeal this and this decision. In order to erase any trace of the episcope of Constantinople, the Ohrid Diocese
itself was abolished, transferring the center to Durres and calling it the Draco eparchy. Thus, after 800
years, Ohrid was abolished not only as the center of an acephalous church, but also as an episcopal seat, no
matter what it was from the first decades of Christianity in the Balkans.
Reaching its basic goal, the Constantinople Patriarchate has done everything to destroy the spiritual and
church life in Macedonia and to impose the laws and customs of the Greek church. Thus, the Slav service
was abolished, the priestly staff was generally replaced with Greeks and Greek men.
These are just some things that happened while the Ottomans were in power. They committed great terror
against the non-Christian population. Major changes occurred while they were in power, as did other
previous invaders through history that Macedonian affairs nationalized

WINE IN MACEDONIA UNDER OTTOMAN AUTHORITY
Wine in Macedonia when under Ottoman slavery suffered many consequences. Wine production is publicly
prohibited, no one must produce wine. As we said earlier, Islam was a state religion in the Ottoman Empire.
According to Islamic laws, alcoholic beverages, i.e. any kind of alcohol is forbidden. The wine belongs to
alcohol, so the Ottomans forbid the production of wine in Macedonia and in the regions where they ruled.
The Ottomans were large worshipers and table grape consumers, so the table grapes production in
Macedonia increased. Turkish rulers owned large crops with vines that they used for their own pleasure.
Thanks to the Macedonian monasteries and churches with the brotherhood and sisterhood of monks, the
cultivation of grapevine and wine production did not break completely. They have contributed a lot to the
development of growing grapes and wine production. The monastery and church complexes were mostly
accommodated in the high places in the mountainous regions where the Turks did not go very much. They
produced very nice red wine from Macedonian autochthonous grape varieties for the needs of the churches.
They owned their wine cellars where they were guarding the wine.
It is assumed that it is not known with certainty that the Macedonian autochthonous variety "stanusina"
originates from the monastery mountain wine regions. The Macedonians Christians asked the Bey to plant
a vine from the beet. He told them: "Do what you want on the side of the hill, and by taking the letter" r
"you got the name stanushina, probably after this event it was named.

STANUSHINA
Stanushina is an old Macedonian autochthonous variety which can be said with certainty that it does not
grow in any place in the world except in our famous Tikvesh wine region. Requests for protection of this
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autochthonous Macedonian variety have been submitted and elaborate. The commercialization of this
variety of wine was first started by the Popova Kula winery after the first harvest in 2005. Not very well
known in the world, but you can still get high quality wine. With the introduction of international grape
varieties in Macedonia, Stanushina began to disappear from the vineyards in the country. But with the
current initiative for the production of quality wines from domestic grape varieties, it is considered that the
Star of Stanusha will shine again.
The Stanusina vine matures very late, but yields good yields. In a good year it can provide a base for highquality red wine of medium strength, with 11-12% alcohol. Although color is characteristically pale, it
gives a rich extract. High acidity gives it extraordinary freshness of wine. The wine Stanushina, which is
best served at a temperature of 10-16 ° C, has a strong aroma of strawberries and raspberries.
This refined wine gives excellent fruit notes when consumed young. The purpose of the Popova Kula
Winery, and at the same time, the privilege is to reaffirm Stanusina in the region and share this excellent
variety of wine with the whole world. We hope that other wine cellars in the region will follow this initiative
to produce wines from domestic grape varieties.
For the first time Popova kula winery made a white grape wine that they call a Macedonian girl because it
is Macedonian autochthonous variety for which they care with special attention. In the winery there are all
varieties of white, roses and red wines, but still the largest place is occupied by the "Macedonian girl" as
they call the vintage.
The Stanusina has many positive characteristics, it is durable, last picked, can withstand cold winters, has
a good aroma, smell, taste, it does not take much time to form in the barrels, but still requires a lot of
attention until it arises in the extreme.
The French, who are professionals for making wine with rich tradition, rated her esteem with very high
grades. They want to try and bring their visitors to visit the Popova kula winery.
Wine Stanushina Barik is ripened in oak barrels called barik barrels, these barrels are very popular
nowadays, but also fairly expensive every winery can not afford 6-8 months after it is put into circulation,
the wine barish bar is put into use. According to the organoleptic characteristics it is characterized by a ruby
red color, clear and with a pleasant oak aroma and delicate fruit aromas. After the tasting, the flavor of the
flatbed barik lasts for a long time.
Stanushina rose is characterized by gentle rose color and pale violet shades. It is also bright with fruit
aromas of forest fruits (raspberry and strawberry). The Popova kula winery also owns its own plantations,
but it also purchases from local producers. We hope that this variety and wine types in the future will
become very popular and will be very consumed.

SV. TRIFUN - PROTECTOR OF THE VINEYARDS
Holy Martyr Trifun was born about 225 at Campsada in the Lesser Frisian region of the city of Apamia.
His parents were Christians, and early in his life, they encouraged the love of Christ's faith. In childhood,
he kept geese, but he had already underlined healing ability. With God's help he cured ill people of various
diseases and chased bad demons from people. His miracles were told throughout the empire, for which he
was summoned to Rome by Emperor Gordian, who at the time caused him great misfortune, because his
daughter Gordiana fell ill with mental illness and could not cure any doctor in the empire. At one point, the
unclean spirit of her said that no one could drive him except Trifun.
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Finally, according to God's providence in Rome, the young 17-year-old boy from Campsada arrived, who
in a short time healed the king's daughter and gained even greater glory. The king was gifted with many
gifts, which he divided to the poor in return. Saint Trifun died of martyrdom during the reign of Emperor
Decius Trajan when a great persecution of Christians took place.
From the district Roman emperor, Akvilin, was called to come to Nicaea where the seat of the district
administration was located, and he was asked to give up Christ Jesus and to offer sacrifices to the Roman
gods. Trifun rejected this because of which he was very tortuous. He was hanged on a tree and beaten with
a rod then he was tied to the horse's tail and dragged across the field, and when he did not intimidate him,
they condemned him to be cut off his head with a sword. But before this act was performed while the
soldiers led outside the city, Trifun prayed to God to take his soul, and when they came to the scene of
execution, he betrayed the soul before the executioner's execution fell on his neck. It happened on February
14, 248 (according to others in the year 250) when he was only 21 years old. Local pilgrims buried him at
their cemetery, but he appeared to them in a dream and wished to be buried in his village. This desire was
fulfilled and later the relics were transferred to his native village. A part of the holy relics today are in
Moscow at a temple dedicated to Holy Martyr Trifun. The Orthodox Church celebrates him as a healer who
honored the martyr's crown.
Saint Trifun is celebrated on February 14 according to the new or February 1 according to the old calendar.
In many parts of Macedonia on this day, early in the morning, they went to the church where the priest sang
a prayer and a bright water. From this water, which is believed to be liberated from all negative demons by
the sanctuary and has the healing powers, people took bottles and sprayed the vineyards and performed the
ritual closure. In Skopje, as M. Kratovaliev in the nineteenth century inscription on that day baptized water
after the churches, and from that water every villager wore along the vineyard with ash. In the vineyard he
would burn a little bit of the ashes and pour out of the baptized water. The water was poured to have a bead,
and the ashes to be larger grains. Then they pruning several vines, after which they sat down ate and made
great feasts.
Many customs related to the celebration of St. Trifun are preserved. On this day in Tikvesh and other wine
regions in Macedonia early in the morning goes to a church where the priest sings prayer and holy water.
After the service is completed, the church goes to the vineyard where the priest sprays the vineyards with
sacred water and rattles (trim) three vines with the blessing "Give God grace." The host also covers several
twigs, and after the pruning, the wineries where food is prepared is visited.
On February 14, a day dedicated to the martyr St. Trifun all wineries in Macedonia are open and this great
day is celebrated. On the icon St. Trifun is presented with either a slice of scissors or a cloak as a geese
keeper. The customs and beliefs associated with this holiday point to the conclusion that in its basis lies a
large pre-Christian holiday associated with the first spring activities, primarily with the processing of
gardens and vineyards.

THE BEGINNING OF THE XX CENTURY IN MACEDONIA
Significant changes occur in the late XIX century and the beginning of XX in Macedonia. The Macedonians
are making great efforts to get rid of the long-year Turkish slavery.
Liberation organizations are organized secretly uniting against the imposed Turkish regime of governance.
The Ottoman Empire at that time was rather weakened, so the Macedonians used it to organize an uprising.
The most famous, but unfortunately unsuccessfully is the Ilinden Uprising with its own Krushevo Republic,
which merely mourned for 10 days. Much bloody for a bloody Macedonia remains under Ottoman rule.
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Major changes Macedonia experiences during the Balkan wars, where Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece and
Montenegro create an alliance for the liberation from the Ottomans in the Balkans. In that intention, they
succeed in releasing Macedonia from Turkish slavery, but in return they take a large percentage of the then
territory of Macedonia. Although after the efforts of the Macedonian then intellectuals to prove that
Macedonia exists as a state with its own map and territory were in vain, they were simply decisive for the
division of Macedonia. Neighbors imposed their nationalism on the population and became nationalized.
With the ASNOM session on August 2, 1944, Macedonia became its own state. Then the People's Republic
of Macedonia as part of Yugoslavia.
Macedonia is part of Yugoslavia until its independence as a state on September 8, 1991.

WINE IN MACEDONIA IN THE BEGINNING OF THE XX CENTURY
In Macedonia at the end of the XIX and the beginning of the XX century there are large quantities of
vineyards of 30,000 hectares. There are also wineries according to the time of the day. In 1914, there is a
great disaster for the vineyards, where the "phylloxera" completely destroys all the vineyards in Macedonia.
The phylloxera is a plant lice of 1 mm in size that lives in the root and in the vine leaf and is among the
most dangerous diseases of the vines because it attacks the root. This disease causes drying of the stomach
and destruction of the plant.
Viticulture in Macedonia was spared from the first outbreak of this disease in 1878. Those who visited
Tikvesh until the beginning of the Balkan Wars remember the green areas planted with vines. It was a pride
for Tikveshpeople because this disease was recognizable throughout the Balkan Peninsula. 1913 is
remembered as an extremely bad year for viticulture in Tikves and entire wine regions in Macedonia.
Philoxera for a short time made a real desert in this region, and the rich and green Tikvesh Field soon got
sad.
Until 1925, the vineyards in Macedonia did not have a large amount of the phylloxera catastrophe. Thanks
to King Aleksandar Karadjordjevic and his Villa Maria vines in Macedonia are renewed.
"Villa Maria"
After the catastrophe of the phylloxera in Macedonia, the Serbian king Alexander Karadjordjevic made a
winery and named it after his wife's name, Villa Maria. The winery was made with the wealth of Mary
inherited from her parents.
In 1925 the king bought 2000 hectares that paid 2,000 gold coins from Turkish ages and beys. When the
trial was conducted, where the land was best used, the old way was buried 3 lamb heads at 3 different places
and found that the place where the villa is located today is the most disintegrating head. it's proof that it's
the best land.
French engineers and technologists projected the present winery "Villa Maria" that resembled a French
castle. In 1928, the first wine was made.
The Queen visited her property only 2 times. The property was until 1949 owned by the Karadjordjevic
family while the National Republic of Macedonia did not nationalize it.
Since 2002, it has been privately owned by the family Elenov.
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WINE IN THE NATIONAL REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
From 1944 until 1991, Macedonia was under the alliance of Yugoslav countries. At that time, a great
nationalization of privately owned properties was carried out. The then small wineries and all vineyards
were nationalized in 13 large state-owned wineries.
One of the biggest wineries is Tikvesh, which produces more than 50% of bottled wine for the entire
territory of Yugoslavia. The largest maximum of wine production reaches in 1980 55 million liters of wine.
Several varieties of vines were planted during Yugoslavia that can be found today. Macedonia was a major
wine producer because it really owns good wine regions that can get a large genus with high quality grapes.
In Yugoslavia's time, wine was produced inexpensively, and technology was not as sophisticated as to make
other types of wine. After the independence and adoption of the law on private property, Macedonia is
trying to follow the world's brands for wine production.
Climate conditions in Macedonia are very suitable. In Macedonia there is a transitional climate from the
Mediterranean to the continental. The summers are warm and dry, and the winters are cold. The average
annual rainfall is from 1,700 mm in the western mountainous parts to 500 mm in the eastern parts. There
are three climate zones moderately Mediterranean, mountainous and mild continental in the country. The
Tikvesh region, located along the valley of the Vardar and Strumica rivers, where most of the grapes are
grown, is the largest area on the Balkan Peninsula. The warmest regions are Demir Kapija and Gevgelija
where temperatures in July and August very often exceed 40 degrees Celsius. The gentle wind in this region
helps not to develop cryptographic infections.
Macedonia has nearly 260 sunny days of the year. This helps in the long ripening process where sugar and
acids are concentrated in the grapes, allowing rich color and complex aromas in the wines. The intense
aroma of Macedonian wines is the result of the combined influence of the Mediterranean and continental
climate, with hot days and cool nights, as well as a terroir rich in carbonates and minerals.
In Macedonia today, there are many wineries that slowly but surely become world brands that in the future
we hope to produce a much higher quality wine that will become very popular among the world's wine
producers.

WINE IN MACEDONIA TODAY
Macedonia today, really follows the world wine production market with sophisticated technology that owns
the world's wineries. Pursuing European markets promotes the wine at the wine seminars.
The most famous wineries today: Bovin, Skovin, Dalvina, Tikvesh, Kamnik, Gava Kula, Stobi, Povardarie,
Filovski, Popov and many others that pop up more often.
The smallest registered winery is located in Vevcani is called KM VIN ax of the agro-engineer Milovan
Kalanoski. With an annual production of 4,000 bottles.
The Popova Kula winery, located in the immediate vicinity of the Demir Kapija gorge, is the winery that
changed the concept of wine tourism in the country and managed to merge wine and tourism into a wine
project unique for Macedonia. Popova Kula is situated in a beautiful building consisting of a modern
winery, a hotel, tasting rooms, a restaurant, a gift shop and a recent conference room.The name Popova
Kula receives its name according to the old tower, which once served as an important control point on the
old Roman road that passes near this location. This tower, which was seven meters high, dominated the
slopes of the region and had a view of the Demir Kapija Valley. And after its demolition, people continued
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to call this locality Popova Kula. Naming the Popova tower winery, the current owners managed to merge
the present and the past. Wines can be found on the Macedonian and foreign wine markets.
Tikvesh is the oldest winery in Macedonia, founded in 1885. After the Second World War, the winery was
nationalized and equipped to produce 200,000 liters of wine. The company was privatized in 1995, but at
the beginning of the 21st century, the transformation process accelerated. Tikvesh is transformed into a
quality winemaker who is in the final stage. The turning point happened in 2009, when the era of production
of bottled wine ended and when all the wine was produced was bottled.
The last phase of the rejuvenation of the company was the engagement of renowned French wine maker
Filip Kambi who is responsible for the change in Tikvesh wine production and the young and talented chief
oenologist Marko Stojkovic who has acquired his education and experience in Bordeaux, France. Although
it has the largest capacity of 45 million liters, last year Tikvesh was the second largest wine producer in
Macedonia. But, unlike other big wineries, Tikves produces only bottled wine and has a very dominant
position on the domestic market. Almost half of the produced 20 million liters are sold in Macedonia. They
are leading the market in every segment, with the exception of the one with the highest quality. The most
famous wine is “T'ga zajug”, which has been on the market for 37 years. Tikvesh exports wine to 25
countries in the world. Tikvesh is a big producer of rakija “Lozova” and “Zolta”.
The Skovin Winery is one of the oldest wineries in the country after Tikves and the second largest in
Macedonia. It was established in 1979 as a capacity for production of bulk wine with a capacity of 16
million liters. In 1999, it was privatized and acquired by Fersped, and new investments were made in 2002
when the winery for the first time produced bottled wine. Since then, Skovin has made great progress and
has grown into a quality winery. They still produce quite a lot of wine, but the quality is much better. Skovin
owns 400 hectares of vineyards in the Skopje region and about 100 hectares in the Tikvesh region. These
vineyards produce grapes sufficient for 3 million liters of bottled wine that Skovin produces annually. The
grapes required for the rest of the wine are bought from the growers in Povardarie, with whom they have
close cooperation. Eighty percent of the Skovin wine produced is exported outside the country.
Chateau Kamnik is the winery that has received all possible acknowledgments for quality and has proved
that you can produce top wines in the country as long as you dedicate yourself to the pursuit of perfection
and you are spice it all with a lot of love. It is undoubtedly that the owner of Chateau
KamnikIlijaMalinkovski - Iki succeeded in this. The owner always knew that one day he would make his
own winery with his own vineyard, his goal was to produce wines of top quality. And so in 2004 he began
to produce himself guilty himself. In the same year he started planting the vines of the hills around the
restaurant reaching today's figure of 20 different plantations on a total area of 11 hectares. A year later, he
made his first Chardonnay and Merlot a great surprise for the customers. In the meantime, the winery in the
form of a castle on the top of the hill between the vineyards with a magnificent view of the city of Skopje
was built. In the beautiful wine cellar of the winery, the wine matures in oak barrels of French, American
and Hungarian oak. The capacity of the winery is 75,000 liters, and the current production half of the
capacity.
Winery Ohrid was created in 1958 as a winery that produces only bottled wine. The initial capacity was 1
million liters, but after a few years it increased to 5 million liters. This winery was unique in the region
where all regional grape growers sold the products produced in this winery. This winery does not have its
own wine plantations. In the nineties of the twentieth century, the winery reduced its production
considerably. In 2003 it was privatized for the first time. In 2007, a Serbian company is a leading
shareholder who invests heavily in modernizing the winery. The largest percentage of produced wine is
exported to Serbia and the former Yugoslav republics, but the market in Russia is also significant. The most
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produced wine is bulk from many grape varieties. Hoping that they will succeed in placing themselves in
Russia in order to increase wine production will be good for everyone.

Wine has always been a faithful friend of people, in all its developmental stages.
Love, wars, celebrations and unpleasant moments ... All these conditions can not be
accompanied by good wine.

VINE GRAPE
The leaves, stems, and roots biologically classify the vine as the highest plant. Such plants are capable of
using sunlight to produce sugars from carbon dioxide and water through the photosynthesis process.
Some of these sugars are used in the metabolic processes of plant life. Another part of these precious
sugar compounds is stored at the root of the vine to the veraison, a French term denoting the time when
the grapes begin to ripen and the sugars are transported from the root to the grains. Taxonomically, the
vine is classified as follows:
Table 1: Taxonomic classification of the grapevine
Group
Division
Subdivision
Class
Subclass
Order
Family Ampelidaceae
Rod Vitis
Podrav

Spermtophyta
Tracheophyta
Pteropsida
Angiosperm
Dicotyledonae
Ramnales
Ampelidaceae
Vitis
Euwitis and Muscadia

There are more than 50 known types of Vitis and many of them are hardly recognizable for most, except
for well trained vine growers. The origins of the vine are limited to the northern hemisphere and the North
American continent is particularly rich in local species.
Vitis is a deciduous tree that climbs on retaining objects grabbing them with special foliar growths called
skirts. In the wild, vines can reach the tops of tall trees, but when growing the vine, skillfully called
viticulture, the natural growth of the vine is controlled by annual cutting. Typically, the vines in the
vineyards are grown on a pillar and a wire spalir designed to optimize both the quality and the quantity of
the annual genus. Exposure to sunburn increases the production of sugars in the grape by allowing
photosynthesis to transform carbon dioxide, which eventually results in varying levels of mildness.
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This process is diametric of fermentation. Carbon dioxide and water under the action of ultraviolet rays
from sunlight connect and produce sugar as a product and oxygen as a byproduct.
Traditionally, grape quality is directly linked to the level of mildness that has been achieved by ripening.
Crude pruning is often used to obtain a lower yield, but with better quality, and milder cropping usually
associates a higher quantity of fruit with poorer quality.
As a rule, two buds emerge from the starting point of each leafy vase on the vine. These buds are covered
with one shell or calypter, and in many varieties we come across a third folder, or tertiary, which rarely
arises. If they are not damaged by spring freezing or other illness, the primary cauldrons will yield young
tendrils, which will develop leaves and fruits. The vines of the vine appear on an elongated tendrils. On the
perimeter of the flower, several male powders produce pollen, which by means of the wind, the activity of
insects or some other mechanical activity, will find the central female pestle, where fertilization will occur
and the formation of the grape will begin.
The elderly ripen from an elastic, green vegetative state in solid wooden matured ranges, which are tailored
in line with many vine motives and imaginings. When the primary buds or young shoots are damaged, the
secondary buds develop to yield fruit - almost always with lower quality and quantity than what comes
from the primary ones.
In any case, the whole fruit is the result of this year's growth. Grapes can consist of less than 10 grains - in
some of the darkest varieties - up to more than 300 grains among the most fertile. The shape of the bunch
varies from long cylindrical forms (with or without lateral shapes called wings) to shorter cone-shaped
structures.
Grape morphological is a true grainful fruit because it is a simple fruit with a fleshy pericarp, consisting of
four layers: epidermis, hypodermis, external wall and inner wall. Generally, the grapes originate from
temperate zones, primarily between 40 and 50 degrees south latitude. The vine, however, can be adapted to
very difficult climatic and soil conditions.
In multiplication, vines often form clones, young with small character variations, which correspond to the
process of natural selection. Compared to the classical type, some clones may be more resistant to low
winter temperatures, others may require a shorter development season, while others may produce heavier
clusters and so on.
Young vines reproduce asexually, usually with cutouts or coils developed for one year in a nursery. A newly
planted vineyard can produce a symbolic number of grapes during its third year, while the remaining
bunches break off shortly after flowering. It may take five or six years before obtaining sufficient production
for complete harvesting.
I.

Euwitis - In the Euwitis subunit, all world grapevines that produce grapes in grapes are included.
The most important species of Euwitis is Vitisvinifera, a grape of the old world, originating from
Asia Minor.

II.

Vitisvinifera - Vitisvinifera is now grown throughout the world as a real noble wine grape. Among
the literally hundreds of vinifera varieties include the famous "Chardonnay", "Sauvignon White",
"Semion", "Cabernet Sauvignon", "Merlo", "Pinot Black" and "Gamecube" - all originating from
France. In Italy, "rabily", "nebiolo" and "sandwiches" are the classic varieties vinifera, as well as
"johanisbergrussing" in Germany.
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SORT OF THE GROWTH FOR WINE
It is believed that today there are almost 5000 wine grape varieties in the world. In Macedonia, besides the
already known wine varieties that have been growing for centuries, various international varieties are
planted year after year, which increases the presence of new wine grape varieties that make great success
in our country.
Various types of red wine, rose wine, white wine, etc. are made from the numerous types of wine grapes.
Each type of wine is special, and the age of the wine for its taste is especially important. Due to the number
of all wine grape varieties that exist in the world, for the purposes of this paper we will keep to the ones
that are most famous in the world, as well as those that are most important for the Macedonian viticulture
and wine production.
Alicante buse
Alicante is a red variety of wine grapes that began to grow in France about 150 years ago as a result of the
crossing of Petit Bush and Granash. Alicante is a grape with a red body (the so-called tenturier grapes) and
because of its dark color, it is very often used for mixing with brighter red wines. This is a variety that
yields huge yields and therefore does not provide quality single-grade wines, so it is mostly used for making
blends, and it is grown in Macedonia,

Alianiko
Alianiko is the black variety of grapes most cultivated in Italy, especially in Basilica and Campania, and
originates from Greece. His name comes from the Latin name for Greek wine "vitishellenica". The wines
obtained from this variety are full body, lots of tannins and a high degree of acidity, which give the wine
great potential for storage. According to Enologue Denis DubourdieuAlianiko is probably the grape with
the longest consumer history. After only a few years of maturing, the grapes of this variety grapes develop
a beech and coffee. Alianico has recently been grown in Macedonia.
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Barbera
Barbera is an old Italian red grape variety and since 2000 it is the third most widely regarded variety in Italy
(after Sanjoviez and Montepulciano). Wines obtained from this variety are of high acidity and have almost
purple color which is unstable, but can be stabilized by barricade to increase the level of tannins. The
resulting wines are with aromas of black plum, spices, cherries and currants.

Vranec
Vranec is an old red variety that is indigenous for the Republic of Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro. In
Macedonia it is considered the most important grape variety and is represented by almost 70% of all red
varieties that are grown. The word Vranec means a black stallion, a name that describes this grapes. Young
Vranci have a light purple color and a scent of red blueberries and a fruit marmalade with very strong
tannins. After years of maturing, the color turns into a dark red ruby / black color and develops a complex
aroma that resembles chocolate, black fruits and cinnamon, with wines losing their sharpness, developing
a long and silky flavor
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Game
Gamme (French: Gamay) is a red grape variety and at the same time one of the oldest known varieties. The
gamete has a decoction with red color and a distinctly white flesh of the bunch. It is believed to have been
brought to Dalmatia from France in the III century, and in the 14th century it was the most cultivated in
Burgundy. Today, it is mostly cultivated in France, the region of Beaujolais, where it is represented by
99%. This vine is often cultivated by two rich genus from which it can be made an exquisite wine especially
planted on acid soils that help to alleviate the naturally high acidity of this grapes. The wines of this variety
are red, light body, a high degree of acidity and a smell of crushed strawberries and raspberries, floral notes
of lilac and violets. If they are left to ripen for a while, they develop a smell of sour cherry, black pepper,
dried berries and chalk.

Zilavka
Zilavka is a white grape variety that is mostly grown in the areas around Mostar in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The wines obtained from this grape variety are yellowish-green and are known for their aroma of walnut
and citrus cream and are a characteristic part of the produced wines before 2000. The stem is grown in
Macedonia.
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Zupanja
Zupjanka is a white grape variety that was created by connecting Prokupec and Black Burgundy. This
variety is characteristic of having more apple than tartaric acid. The wines obtained from this grape variety
are of light yellowish color, with fruity aromas. Zupjanka is grown in our country.

Zinfandel
Zinfandel is a red variety of grapes that is genetically identical with the Croatian Crnilenik and the Italian
Primitivo. This variety in California is represented by 10% of all the red varieties grown in Californian
vineyards. The taste of the wines of this variety depends on the degree to which they are maturing, as well
as the different climate and terroir, so it can give aroma of raspberries, blackberries, strawberries, cherries,
and even tobacco, fennel and pepper.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabernet Sauvignon is one of the most widespread wine varieties in the world because it succeeds in
different areas. It is best known as the base for Wine Bordeaux, where it interferes with Merlot and Cabernet
Franc. The aromas of this variety depend very much on the maturity of the grapes during the vintage.
Cabernet Sauvignon is ideal for maturing in oak barrels, because the tree not only calms the natural tannins,
but also the aromas of vanilla and spices in the tree complement the natural flavors of black currant and
tobacco, which are characteristic for this grapes. This variety is more and more spread in the country.
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Cabernet Franc
Cabernet Franc is a red variety of grapes originating in France and one of the most common in the world.
It is precisely by crossing this variety with Sauvignon blan the variety Cabernet Sauvignon. Cabernet Franc
is easier than Cabernet Sauvignon, it gets a light pale red wine with great finesse. This grapes are grown
everywhere in Europe, the United States, Australia, Chile and Argentina. The best known is that it interferes
with Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot in the wines produced in the Bordeaux region. The wines of this
variety are brighter red, and when mixed with other varieties contribute to the additional aromas of perfume,
pepper, and depending on the region where it is grown, there may be flavors of tobacco, raspberry and black
currant, and even violets . Cabernet Franc is also grown in Macedonia.

Karmenere
Carmenere is a red grape variety that was first planted with the Medoc region in Bordeaux. Today, it is
most cultivated in Chile, where it is most widespread (with more than 8,800 hectares planted in 2009), and
also in the United States and Italy. The wine obtained from Carmenere has an intense red color. Flavors are
on red fruits, spices and blueberries, with softer and milder tannins from Cabernet Sauvignon. Carmenareto
is most used for blending. The pure wine obtained from this variety is best to drink younger. A small number
of wineries in Macedonia have planted this variety.
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Kratosia
Kratosia is a local Balkan variety. The latest findings about its origin have proven that the genetic profile
of the Kratoshi is the same as that of the Primitive, ieZiphandelot or Crljenikkastelanski. Today it is mostly
grown in Montenegro and Croatia. The wines obtained from this grape are dark, almost black, and the
density of the wine is like engine oil. Due to the high degree of sugar in the grapes, the wines obtained from
this grape are high in alcohol, which reaches up to 17%. In Macedonia, there are no pure plantations of this
variety, but it is found in the crops with the Vranac, as its subarea variety.

Malbeck
Malbeck is a red variety whose bunches have a dark, almost purple color and contain plenty of tannins.
Malbeck is known as one of the six varieties grown in the Bordeaux region of France. As single-row wines,
wines from Malbec are dark purple, soft tannins, lower acids and aromas of black currant. Most Malbec
mixed with other varieties like Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, and the perfect example of this is the wines
from the Bordeaux region.
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Malvasia
Malvasia is a grape variety that has been growing in the past in the Mediterranean countries, the Canary
Islands, Madeira, and today in other wine regions of the world. It is believed that this variety originates
from Greece. Young white wines derived from the white varieties of Malvasia are full of beans, aromas of
peach, apricot and white currant, while young wines derived from the Malvasia red variety are chocolate
aromas.

Merlot
Merlot is a red variety of grapes grown throughout the world and is the third most commonly used. Merlot
is used as a blend of grapes (Bordeaux) and for obtaining one-sided Merlot. It is a wine variety with a dark
blue color which, besides for varietal wines, is used for mixing. The name of the measure comes from the
diminutive "merle" which means bird scab. Wines obtained from this grapes are usually characterized by a
medium body, but with an intense aroma of blueberry, strawberry, plum and currant. Its softness and ease
combined with early maturation makes the measure a quite popular wine grape. Macedonian Merlot are
featured with a full body.

Montepulciano
Montepulciano is an Italian red grape variety. Wines obtained from this variety are dark red, mild acids and
high levels of alcohol. In Macedonia, only one winery produces wine of this variety.
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Muscat hamburg
Muscat hamburg The wine grape variety, also known as Black Muscat, is a member of the great and wellknown Muscat family. The black variety of this grapes is most often found in the southern parts of the
Balkans. Muscat Hamburg has a distinctive aroma of chocolate and citrus. In Eastern Europe, this grapes
produce light dry red wine, and its popularity as a component of table wine begins to receive in China.
Muscat burgundy is also present in Macedonia.

Muscat Ottonel
Muscat Ottonel is a white grape variety originating in Alsace, France and is also a member of the Muscat
family. In Austria and Croatia it is best known as a variety of dessert wines. The wines obtained from this
grapes are light and medium in taste and have fruit aromas of bosel, citrus and white flowers. This variety
is grown in Macedonia.
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Nebio
Nebio is a red Italian grape variety, best known in the regions of Barroso and Barbare. From this grapes
there are wines with a bright red color, which as young ones contain a high degree of tannins and a
characteristic scent of tar and roses. During the harvest, which generally takes place in late October, deep
and intense fog appears in the Langhek region, which contains many plantations with a non-biological
grapes. Therefore, this variety is sometimes called "mist". As they get older, they develop fruit aromas. In
Macedonia this variety is used only for blending.

Chardonnay
Chardonnay is a grape variety with greenish color, originating in the Bordeaux region. Chardonnay is the
second most widely distributed white variety in the world and manages it in almost every area. The grapes
in itself are of neutral taste. Many of the tastes most commonly associated with this variety come from the
terroir and oak. In Macedonia, Chardonnay is flavored with various types of tropical fruits, such as mango
and pineapple.

Smederevka
Smederevo is a white grape variety, which is supposed to originate from the Smederevo area in Serbia. The
wine obtained from this grapes has a golden-yellow color and is characterized by sour taste but soft taste.
Other countries in which it is grown are Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro, Turkey and Romania. Smederevo
is not mixed with other grape varieties and is one of the most widely spread varieties in Macedonia, 60%
of the total production of white grapes belongs to Smederevka.

TERROIR
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In one word, TERROIR summarizes all the different types of soil influences, height, position toward the
sun, and the position and inclination of the vine. Also TERROIR takes into account the amount of
temperatures, amount of rainfall, speed and direction of the winds, the total number of sunny hours, the
frequency of fog, etc.
And finally, after the birth and growth of the grapes in the vine, man can impose his influence in the process
of "birth" of wine.
The first step in the process is harvesting!

Harvesting is a very complex thing that requires a lot of experience, skill, and sometimes a lot of luck to
turn out as the wine grower wants.
Many factors need to be aligned and equalized so that one harvest can be successful and possible mistakes
will not be reflected later on by the wine.
Harvesting can be manual and mechanical. Both of them have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Fermentation can be done in several ways and depending on the style chosen by the wine producer, different
styles of wine are created.
Fermentation can be performed in wooden oak dishes (Chateau Lafite), concrete containers or as often
happens today in stainless steel vessels.
The process of fermentation takes place with the help of yeast that can be natural (wild), or cultivated
(laboratory bred). Wild yeast is usually destroyed.
To obtain wine with a certain level of quality and percentage of alcohol, unfermented juice or must, there
should be about 24% natural sugar. This process is usually done in colder regions where there are not
enough sunny days that give the grapes a natural maturation.
The fermentation of white wines can take several days to weeks, depending on what style of wine we want
to make. Longer fermentation at low temperatures is better and better, because it retains variety flavors and
aromatic substances, while short fermentation at higher temperatures creates more bodies, but loses taste.
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ALOLACTICAL FERMENT (ML)
(ML) is a non-ferric fermentation, in which the apple acid is conventionally lactic acid.
Usually ML is used for Shardone and for red wines.
But in some white wines, growers do not allow malolactic fermentation to take place.
They prevent the spontaneous flow of malolactic fermentation by filtering the wine and thus eliminating all
other yeasts and protein from the wine.
MIXING
After serving the wine, in some cases it is mixed with other varieties or with older wines to make more
complex and better-quality wines

STORING WINE IN THE WINE POINT
Wines are stored in the basement. Few people have a small cellar to create the most favorable conditions
for maturing and keeping the wine. Many wine lovers dream of their own wine cellar for years to cherish
blame to perfection. It's harder to buy wine from the desired harvest.
Wines procured for daily drinking can be stored in a refrigerator. Buying guilt for storage in a personal
wine cellar requires first to have an appropriate place to lie down. The term lying refers to the practice of
setting bottles of wine to the side, so that the wine will be in contact with the drip to protect it from drying
and opening the closure. The dry faucet narrows, allowing the air to enter the bottle, which can result in
oxidation of the wine and destruction of the color and aromas.
The wine storage zone should be maintained at a lower temperature, ideally around 13 ° C, without much
fluctuation. This is important for all wines, but especially for sparkling wines, good wines and those of the
type blazing. Since the lower temperature is closer to the floor, keep the sparkling wines closest to the floor,
white and blush over them, then the red, and dessert wines to the height to the chest. It is not recommended
to store any wine near the ceiling. The place for storing wines does not have tubes for heating, tools and
drafts. If we want to keep the wine for years, then it's not good that the temperature exceeds 150C, and
200C is the highest allowed temperature. Additionally, important changes in temperature are very
dangerous for wine quality. Everyday changes are more common than seasonal ones. At a higher
temperature, the wine grows uncontrollably aging. The biochemical reactions in the wine will be doubled
when the temperature of the wine is increased by 100C. For several days, temperatures above 350 ° C (eg
during transport) can greatly harm the wine. Cold rooms insufficiently isolated in terms of temperature,
such as garages and ceilings, give a false sense of security. Daily temperature changes are very high. There
is a risk of freezing. In crabs, the wine shelves and cabinets should be placed on the north wall, under the
pillars in the house, in insufficiently heated corridors, and the like.
If the temperature rises rapidly, the dormitories must first be examined under strong light. By increasing
the temperature, the wine is spreading, it needs more space in the bottle and pushes it where it's the easiest,
and that's the drip. If you notice any penetration of the wine into the drip or, in a more severe case, if the
drip is moistened from the outside, the wine should be swallowed quickly.
Sunlight can have a devastating effect on the wine. A good wine store should have minimal light, just as
much as needed to move in. Read labels and books with inventory notes. With strong light, a part of
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ultraviolet light penetrates the bottle and accelerates the oxidation of the wine. The lamps in the basement
should not shine in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum.
Vibrations should be minimized to minimize sedimentation. Trimming, mating and shaking harm the wine.
After transportation, it is best for the wine to rest for several days. Apart from the less vague psychological
category for resting the wine, it is perfectly clear the need to rest after shaking if the wine has a sludge.
Humidity should be kept at a moderate level if possible. Wine storage rooms, which constantly have less
than 55 percent relative humidity, can dry up the dorm. In contrast, excessive humidity of 85% can mold
labels and capsules.
Take into account the "kitchen of dreams" presentations, often equipped with storage space for wine over
the refrigerator. Although this may sound good, it's the worst storage space for wine - filled with heat,
vibration, humidity and light.
Many people convert closets or cupboards into wine storage areas. Some just do the blame on ordinary
wooden planks, using bricks to create enough space for bottles to be placed between. Others place
cylindrical drainage pipes to the retaining wall, placing one bottle in each tube. Old refrigerators can do
well if their thermostats are properly adjusted to several degrees. Wooden crates, which are still used by
some suppliers, can be very good storage containers.
Carton wine boxes can be temporarily used, but they can moisturize due to the high humidity and break
down on the wet floor. The main criterion is the frames and the wine storage shelves to be stable and
accessible.

When the wine cellar is ready, a book of inventory should be placed in which all the bottles entering and
leaving, dates and other relevant data will be recorded. Some owners of large cellars develop codes for
quick reference; for example, wine with a C2 code would be in row C in the second place and so on. The
notes of the tastings and evaluations can also be stored in the book.
Wine enthusiasts who do not have access to a storage area with an environmental control or an underground
basement can now provide some suitable wine storage devices. They have a different capacity, from several
dozen to hundreds of bottles and have full control of temperature and humidity.
They have a slightly higher price than refrigerators of the same size, but often look like decorative furniture
and make the proprietary owner.
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Faucet
In this technical world, the tatra is an organic anachronism. It still gives resistance. Inert is not reacting with
the wine. Leaks natural gas. It is made from the bark of the Quercussuber bark. Half of the production in
the world comes from Portugal.
Short poor quality blots are used for white wines with short shelf life. As much as the wine is better, the
blisters are better and longer. Although the tepid can last for a century, in winery houses practice changing
their baths after 20-30 years. Of course, only top guilt deserve it.

WINE SERVICE
One of the strongest myths about wine knowledge is that red wines should be opened at least an hour before
being served. There are several explanations that support this practice. It's one thing that stale gas during
aging is collected in the space in the bottle under the drip and over the wine and the premature removal of
the drip (one hour before serving) allows them to get out. Another explanation is that the exposure of wine
to the air helps the wine "breathe", raising the bouquet and contributing to the loss and softening of the
tannins. The third explanation is that opening the bottle long before serving allows the sulfur dioxide, which
is sometimes over-used as a protective agent, to be lost. There may be little truth in these opinions, but most
are suspicious.
Opening the bottle actually brings out very little oxygen and can ruin the old red wines. The famous wine
writer Alexis Bespaloof conducted an experiment in which he served famous winemakers with their wines,
where one part was opened one hour earlier and the other was right before serving. The winemakers tasted
cups with codes without knowing which wine. They repeatedly preferred the blame on which the blotches
were removed exactly before placing them in a bowl.
During the last few decades, several wine experts, wine writers and pious wine experts have appeared,
introducing various codes for "proper and irregular" wine serving. Some of these rules are obvious, others
invented. Gradually they became contradictory and confusing for the wine beginners interested in learning
the correct rules. There is no need for such confusion. Wine may and should be a common thing at the table
like bread or cheese - and it's just as easy to serve.
The temperature of serving the wine
The favorable temperature for each wine is completely personal. Here are those who argue whether heresy
is to cool red wines, while others argue that a little cool "gamma" or "bean" is much better for mating with
beef on a barbecue and other beef dishes. More important is, of course, every person to put his tastes through
experience, experimentation and coincidence.
Someone may find that some wines are more delicious at different temperatures with different dishes. The
favorite chardonnay, for example, may be preferred at about 15.5 ° C when it is tied with trout with almonds.
With a fillet of flandra in light cream-sauce, the same wine goes much better at about 10 ° C. Similarly,
almost every wine seems fresher when it is served at a lower temperature in the summer and more powerful
when it is hotter in the winter.
How much wine is cooler, the bouquet is less evaporating, a condition it calls "closed". Contrary to this,
how much wine is warmer, the easier the aromas from bouquet and alcohol, the condition we call "strong".
Although cold wines can be refreshing at a warmer time, they can also be pretty tasteless. In addition,
heating delicate wines to increase volatility of the bouquet destroys their aroma.
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Simply, white wine that does not contain tannins, and the amount of extracts is small, of course it needs to
cool down well to calm the acids and sugars. Fruit aromas will be gentle, and the flavors will be fresh. The
bubbles will increase these effects, regardless of whether it's a champagne or a hemisphere. If the
champagnes are quality, they serve at a slightly higher temperature to amplify the aroma and feel the unity
of the opposites of the acids and sugars. The gemithist should be handled in reverse order, to be served
colder than the recommended temperature of that wine to conceal not very pleasant scents of mineral water.
Tannins are a measure of the temperature of serving black wines. As much as there are more, it is better for
the wine to be warmer, ie less cold. Problems arise with big black wines with little tannins. It is better to
serve a few degrees more cool. A balance is chosen in the hope that the aroma and bouquet will not be
reduced.
The time required to achieve the desired temperature depends, of course, on the initial temperature of the
wine. If the domestic wine cellar is maintained at 13 ° C, there may be no need to cool white or mild wine,
but it may take several minutes in the refrigerator before dinner. If the wine is just delivered from the store
and has about 21 ° C, it takes about 30 minutes to cool in a refrigerator at 12.5 ° C (half of that time if put
in a cubicle with ice). Placing a bottle in the freezer for faster cooling is not a good idea. Sooner or later,
this practice will lead to forgetting the bottle, which will freeze and break.
The idea of serving red wines at room temperature comes from the old world's definitions of how much
room temperature is. In this case, it is better to say "cold room temperature". Serving red wines in Europe
is around 18 ° C. The same red wine at the American room temperature of 22 ° C is much stronger and with
less expressive fruit.
Sparkling wines of all colors are cooled to a table in ice cubes. If it is left too long, the temperature of the
wine will, of course, continue to fall, which may be too cold for some people. Predicting this possibility, a
smart host initially will put less ice. The ice cube is a fine detail in the household and creates a festive
atmosphere. The best ones are silver and tin, but beautifully decorated chrome plated or stainless steel jars
also look very good.
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There are various devices for removing blacks that have different prices. A simple double-arm counter
crosses the drip and fixes it during extraction. A heavy professional counterbore opener allows removal of
the drip in one movement, and the most beautiful ones have a price of several hundred dollars. Two of the
most common and most practical blinds are wings, with metal side bars, which when pushed down, the drip
comes out. "Captain's knife" or "waiter's comrade" is just as half a type of wine type, with an opening that
is obtained by pulling only one side of the device.
Most wine bottles have a ring at the top of the throat. Exactly under this ring, the capsule covering the drip
is cut in full length, completely exposing the top of the bottle ready to remove the drip. Some of the newer
bottles do not have capsules and the process of opening the bottle starts immediately. Place the pane at an
angle as you make the first turn, then straighten it to go straight vertically down the center of the drip. This
connects the drip and allows more efficient removal of brittle and other poor quality blunts. Apply only
enough pressure to remove the drip. If possible, remove the drip while holding the bottle upright on a bar
or table. If it is necessary to use the knees as a clamp or fight with the bottle to remove the drip, apologize
to the guests and complete the opening in another room.
Sparkling wines require special attention. The gas carbon dioxide in the bottle exerts pressure on the drip
and makes the bottle potentially dangerous if not handled appropriately. The first step is to cool the wine
to reduce pressure. Then cut the capsule under the wire placed on the drip. With one hand, tighten the
bottom of the bottle firmly and make sure that the top of the bottle is not directed at anyone. Then unscrew
the wire protection and remove it gently so as not to move the drip. Take the drip firmly with your free
hand and hold it in place while turning the bottle slowly with the other hand holding the bottom. The blotch
should begin to loosen and get out. It should be firmly attached to the removal to be slow and easy, which
is a little harder with plastic closures than with real blunt machines. If you allow the drip pan of the sparkling
wine to come out with a loud bang, you may attract attention, but it is not recommended due to danger.
Decanting
Some wines, especially the old red and dessert wines, precipitate or "throw" sludge. Sedimentation of this
type is usually a feature in naturally produced wines without excessive treatment for clarification and
filtration. Beware, however, of young white and mild wines that create visible sediment. This may mean
that the wine has broken down due to the leak of air on the drip or that the wines have degenerated in some
other way. This condition is found in tandem with blur and color shade that has become too yellow or
brown. Some older wines, such as German types with late harvest, Bourbon "Soterne" and older white
Burgundy wines, can ripen in a bottle with little sediment and an attractive golden nuance.
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Most vintners in the United States go far to ensure that their wines do
not have any noticeable sedimentation. There are different views on this condition. In Europe, the wine
sludge is simplified and even used as evidence of the wine mastery of the old world. Americans often
criticize every wine in which there is a sludge, and as a result, many wineries from the new world explain
the nature of fine wine sludge on their labels or in their literature.
The sludge is bitter and can reduce the overall satisfaction of the wine in a similar way to the ground in the
coffee. The wine that needs to be decanted should be as low as possible. Hours before decantation, the
bottle should be removed from the horizontal position in which it is stored in the wine cellar and placed
vertically on a table or bar and preferably placed in a decanting cradle. This allows the mixed sludge to rebuild.
Except where there is a special decanting mass in the wine cellar, this operation is usually done at the buffet
or the corner from the dinner table. Bottles open a few minutes before serving, whether or not to decant it.
This allows the mixed sludge to calm down and loose gases over the wine, if any.
A candle or low light should be available at hand before starting the decant process. Take a tight and upright
open bottle and set it so that the light is at an angle to lighten the bottle throat well. We gently pinch the
bottle on the platter in the decanter while holding it firmly with the other hand. Continuation continues
evenly until the first signs of sludge occurrence; then we raise the bottle and take it away. If everything
goes well, there should not be any sludge in the throat until the 90-95 percent of the wine is decanted. The
decker closes with his faucet and is ready to serve at the table.
A beautiful silver funnel can also be used for this purpose. Some delicate old wines develop aromatic
shades, which are very gentle. Rough handling can cause evaporation of these precious aromas.
It's a good idea to practice a decanting technique by practicing before trying out a guest. We can even invite
an experienced Enophylist to teach us. Decanting is not difficult or mystical.

Glasses for wine
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Suitable and beautiful cups elevate fine wines. When shaping the glasses, all types and different old age of
the wine were taken into account. Such glasses will emphasize the best that is hidden in the wine, above all
the smell and color. The glass conveys the properties of the wine to the nose and mouth. The quality of the
transfer depends very much on the glass, and the same wine manifests itself differently when we drink it
from different glasses.
Immediately after spilling the wine into the cup, the scents begin to grow in layers and climb from the
surface of the wine to the edges of the glass. The shape of the layers depends on the shape of the cup and
on the density and the specific weight of the scented substances. The upper layer is a layer of gentle fruity
and floral aromas. The middle layer is green scents of grass, vegetables, minerals and soil. The smells of
wood, spices and heavy organic smells are the lowest. In order for wine to have the same smell in different
glasses, it is not enough to turn the wine into the glass, but it needs to be shaken. Mixing the wine as a
vortex breaks the layers of scents, but does not break it completely. Only when considering the complexity
of the scents, it becomes clear why connoisseurs primarily "catch" aromas over the cup.
Tastes are associated with anatomy of drinking, the availability of sensory parts in the mouth. Everything
changes depending on the shape and size of the cup. Professor Klaus J. Riedel first reduced the glass of the
shape that best enhances the aroma, bouquet and taste of the wine. He consistently adhered to the Bauhaus
principle: the shape accompanies the purpose. Applied to a glass: the wine type determines the shape and
size of the cup. Harmony, the sum of sensory perceptions can be disrupted if the wine is drunk from an
inadequate cup.
The real glass is made of quality colorless thin glass, with great transparency, elegant, lightweight, stable
with smooth lines, not rough and clumsy. Of course on appropriate occasions, and this will "understand"
the wine, hand crafted glasses or heavy baroque colorful colored glasses, inherited by the greatgrandmothers, are appropriate. Awesome memories. If there is a desire to give expensive glasses, a good
choice is the crystal cups that have a tripod decorated with glossy crystals, the master freed his craft skill at
the bottom of the glass, but the cone is untouched, clean and shiny.
Sometimes designers shape beautiful glasses, but they are unstable. They have a large cone on a high (or
too high) tripod. The substrate is very small. When laying and leaving such glasses, discomfort occurs, and
in the event of improper movement everything can happen. Most wine experts recommend colorless
glasses, engravings and other decorations, since wine is easier to view, evaluate and value in a simple, clean
cup.
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The black wine pours into larger cups so that there is enough space for the wine to receive air. Such glasses
also have one liter. They are not for daily use, nor for drinking average wine. For white wine usually smaller
ones are used than for red wine, but it is not necessary to respect this custom. In a wide-cone glass, there is
a place for enough wine to develop the smell and easier to spin without the risk of accidental spillage of the
wine. The wine-tasting glass in the ISO standardization tests and competitions is too small to serve wine.
The rule for the usual sizes of glasses is: "The wine bottle is poured in 4 to 6 glasses, so that the glasses are
filled between 1/3 and 1/2". The cup must be narrowed to the top. Such a shape better guides smells to the
nose. When the cup is turned, the swirl of the wine emits aroma, and the wine should rise to the top of the
glass. For champagne or sparkling wines, glasses have a traditional shape, which is generally compared
with flute or close tulip. This shape best preserves the bubbles and the aromatic aroma. Sherry pours into
cups that have a traditional "copita" shape. They are smaller than the glasses of white wine. The glass of
white wine can serve well if there are no real glasses (the word sherry is an English name for the liqueur
wine from the Spanish province of Jerez, and the word shirs for the high quality sour cherry liquor.) The
glasses must be perfectly clean, with no traces of dust, washing, foreign smells and no wash from the wash.
It is best to wash in a dishwasher, that is, in specialized washing machines. Immediately after finishing the
washing, the door of the machine should be opened so that very humid air comes out.
Then they are wiped with a cloth to get a shine and put upright so as not to keep stale air in them. If they
have not been used for some time it is necessary to rinse before use.
The glasses of wine are placed in the upper right corner of the seating position, about 5-6cm from the
position "two o'clock" from the bowl. If more than one cup is used during a meal, they may be appropriately
constructed in the order in which they will be used. The first one will be closest to the bowl, the second
behind it, and then the third. There should not be more than three glasses of wine in every place. If more
than three wines are served, the cups used should be removed and a new set of dishes should be added
during dinner.
The first tramping of wine should be in the glass of the host, because if there are pieces of the faucet in the
wine, be removed from the guest part. The host estimates the wine, rejecting it if there is any problem. The
custom alludes to the old practice of the wine taster of the king to give approval to the wine. A glass of
wine for all purposes is usually filled a third, but never more than half. The decker and the bottle should
not touch the edge of the glass when it is being pushed.
When the placement is completed, the bottle can be turned for a quarter turn to prevent bathing. Some prefer
to wrap the bottle throat in a white cloth for serving - a good gesture with good taste.
There are anti-bath rings that are placed on the bottle's throat. Dessert wines are put in a glass in the same
way, but in smaller doses.
The glasses of sparkling wine are filled with about three quarters. This may, however, require two rounds,
because the first contact of the wine with the cup quickly forms a foam. After the foam is dampened, the
second push is made to reach the appropriate height of the filling. Care should be taken when sparkling
wines are spilling because of foaming, it is easy to overflow and the guests with wet hands to leave - which
is embarrassing.
Offer for additional roundup can be done when one or two sips remain in the guest's glass. When the level
of wine in the cup does not decrease, it is usually a sign that a person does not care much about the wine.
The host should not allow the guest to drink more, even when other guests accept additional service. Neither
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should the guest be shamed if offered other wines. However, note if the guest does not enjoy this selection
and that this wine is not a good choice for the same company in the future.

Wine at the restaurant
The combination of wine and food in a restaurant is guided by the same general principles as the blending
of wine at home. In some restaurants, the wine list can be limited, so selecting the right wine can be a
challenge. Some restaurants take little care of their stocks of wine. In such a case, it is best not to post a
wine at all.
In some locales, the law allows guests to bring their own wine and pay a "bumblebee" for the service
provided by the restaurant in the cooling, opening and tinning of the wine. If the restaurant has a wine list,
there is a chance of having one or more "wines of the house "They are usually good simple bottled wines
that are sold on a glass or a glass.
As a rule, they can be a good market and offer an economic alternative to buying a whole bottle. It is
perfectly acceptable to order the wine of the house during lunch in the favorite restaurant. Each participant
of the party can order wine according to his choice, white, blush or red. This wine can be ordered first and
serve as a mini cocktail type while cooking. We can limit ourselves to drinking only one glass during all
lunch. If lunch includes cooking, it may be necessary to have two different wines on the house. Of course,
at a more lucrative lunch, reason requires a selection from the wine list.

Wine card
Among the many moments when a person is happy about learning about respecting wine is when the
sommelier will bring a table wine card. Unless it is presented at a gathering of wine enthusiasts, the list is
usually presented to the table until it reaches the "local expert." Dealing with the wine list can be of great
importance and brings respect to such a group.
The person who orders the wine will have to deal with the wine waiter, who in the semi-luxury restaurants
is called sommelier. In general, this person will offer specific suggestions for wine selection. This is not
only fun but also enlightening. The ultimate decision certainly does not depend on the sommelier - do not
be forced or intimidated - the consumer is always right. If an unusual choice is made, think about it; maybe
the sommelier will learn something new. The wine list is nothing more than just that - a list of wines that
the restaurant has, or a scraper to have them, available. Better restaurants regularly update their lists. It is
embarrassing to order a wine in succession, and the waiter returns again with an apology that they do not
have it in stock. If the restaurant employs a sommelier or has a chief waiter in charge of the wine service,
we believe that it is a good sign that the wine list has been restored.
The wine list can be placed on the wall in the restaurant on one side of the menu, represented by handwritten
notes in a modest folder or presented in an impressive leather book that covers hundreds of wines. The
approach is always in the same way, searching for names that are familiar to us, or if the occasion is
appropriate, searching for something new to try. It is perfectly acceptable to ask the opinion chamber. A
few good conversations can be the beginning of friendship with a good sommelier.
There are, of course, thousands of excellent wine lists in restaurants in America, Europe and other countries.
One of the best can be the wine list in "Antonis", a refined restaurant, the winner of awards in Tucson,
Arizona. It is perfectly demonstrated for an ease-of-use design. Choosing wine can sometimes be very
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difficult because guests choose different dishes. If one orders a baked fish, another shrimp, and a third lamb,
while the host prefers a stack, how can he deal with this diversity? A possible solution is to ask if the
restaurant offers half bottles containing 0.375 liters instead of the regular large 0.750 liters. If so, two or
more selections can be ordered to suit the choice of dining guests. The host can propose a rich, full body
"chardonnay" or "white burgundy" that corresponds with fish and shrimp, and a young "black pino" or soft
"merlo" to combine with lamb and stack Rousse is not a good choice, unless the guests suggest it.
The dinner restaurant dinner has the last word for wine. He needs to ask the guests before choosing meals.
Being a host of a group of lovers can be fun, because they are usually eager to try experiments in food and
wine fusion. Sometimes, especially when the host does not have a lot of wine knowledge, one of the guests
can make the order. Similarly, the guest can only ask the host if he can pick a wine. In the latter case, the
guest is responsible for paying the wine bill. For obvious reasons, an unopened bottle delivered at the table
is unacceptable. The waiter should present the bottle "with the label on the front" in order to confirm the
correct brand, type of wine and harvest, then cut the capsule and the bottle hole is wiped off with a clean
serving cloth. The drip is then removed and offered to the face which ordered the wine.
The dash should be examined for three things:
The name and / or logo and year of harvest should be clearly printed on tapeworm to protect the authenticity
of the wine
Wine stains should not be of full length on the drip, which would mean leaks and possible spoilage due to
exposure to oxygen in the bottle
The blotch should smell like wood and wine, not dirty or mold. The rotten blobs have a smell of moldy,
which can, but not necessarily, have an infected wine, a condition that is appropriately termed "flavor of
faucet". The waiter should put a small amount of wine in the glass of the person he was wearing. This
person should check the color, the clarity and the bouquet. In case of doubtful faucet, the bouquet should
be checked very carefully to ensure that the wine does not smell the basement with an old potato. Take a
small sip to ensure that the wine matches what we have ordered. The whole exercise should not take more
than 30 seconds.
If wine is acceptable, it is gently nodded to the waiter's head, who will then begin serving. The waiter should
not fill the glass for more than a third, moving around the table in the direction of the arrows of the clock,
first the ladies, then the gentlemen, and the host to the end. If the wine is unacceptable, the host quietly
invites the waiter to discuss the wine situation with the head of the salad.
During the service, the throat of the bottle should not touch the edge of the glass. After each insertion, the
bottle should be slightly twisted to prevent bathing. A pure white cloth for serving can be held under the
bottle when moving from guest to guest. When everyone is served, healing can begin.
Cold wines, which include most white and all sparkling wines, should be placed in ice cubes near the table.
When the bottle is taken to place the wine, the serving towel should be wrapped around the bottle in order
not to drip. As with domestic service, which we discussed earlier, only a third is filled with glasses, allowing
a better overview of the wine for better appreciation of color and clearness. Portions of this size also allow
the wrapping of the wine, increasing the surface of the wine from which the vapor comes out with the
precious beech and provides enough space in the cup of the nose to receive these aromas.
All the wines should be brilliantly clear, perhaps only the old red is allowed a bit of turbidity. Most red
wines over five years old should be decanted from the sommelier before serving.
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If the waiter offers more wine during the conversations, the host can give approval, or if he does not want
more wine, simply put his hand over the cup and address him: "No, thank you." It is allowed for the guest
to ask for more wine if the group is composed of close friends or relatives. In another case, it is appropriate
to wait for it to be offered.

DEGUSTATION AND ASSESSMENT OF WINEWINE TASTING

Tasting place: English: tasting room, French: liéu de degustation, German: Degustationsraum; Italian:
degustazione
A place for tasting as an additional tourist offer can be organized in wineries that own a degustation hall,
but also in rural households in which agricultural production is the main activity, which is aimed at the
professional production of one or several typical products specific to the place where they are finds the
village household (wine, honey, cheese, fruits, almonds, traditional sweets, traditional pastries, pies and
other flour products suspicious of a typical village water mill, etc.).
Products can be confined (packaged), despite the direct sale at the place of production, a tourist service can
be organized for testing the products and a possible presentation of the production method in a specially
organized space (a tasting place) with a charge for the service. In the rural household, there is no catering
accommodation, but only services for tasting and selling traditional products are offered. Tasting can be
organized for up to 80 people (visitors) at a time and they can not be offered with hot dishes (cooked dishes
like in the agrotourism), but only with cold orders.
The probationers, as a tourist village household, create in the destination a network of points where the
typical products can be obtained directly from the manufacturer. In this regard, it can be said that the probes
can be organized as a separate route that can function as a separate tourist product, such as: wine roads,
brandy road, cheese roads, etc. It is advisable to arrange a tasting room for max. 30 people, and to try to
make it a part of traditional objects such as stone - huts, mills, housings, mills, taverns, etc.
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The registration of the probationary place is performed in accordance with the Law on catering
activity, Fig. Journal of the Republic of Macedonia Macedonia No.62 dated 16 September 2004; Law on
Amending and Supplementing the Law on Catering Activity, Sl. Journal of the Republic of Macedonia, no.
89 of 18.07.2008, Law on Amending the Law on Catering Activity, Sl. Journal of the Republic of
Macedonia, no. 115 from 31.08.2010 and the Law on Changing and Supplementing the Law on Catering
Activity Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia, no. 53 from April 14, 2011.
Key elements
-specialized agricultural production
-Direct sales of products at the place of production (sales desk) - produced and sold in the household
-confection (packaging) of products
-organizing a tourist package (presentations, acquaintance with the tradition, tasting, buying)
-familiarity with the natural environment
-authenticity of the building
-hospitality - orientation towards customer satisfaction
-visible environmental protection (lack of visual and auditory pollution)
Possible activities / contents
-introduction to production
-acquainting with the characteristics of the product
-small tasting courses for groups up to 10 people
-professional courses for tasting (sommelier, cheese tasting, etc.) for smaller groups up to 10 people
-ethno collection
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-bio (organic) production
Target groups
-guests from the destination
-gastro guests
-corporations and business people
-study groups
-groups of friends
-ouring guests
-individuals
-daily excursion (stay in the micro-destination 8.4 hours)
Accommodation
Accommodation is not compulsory for this type of household

Mandatory conditions / standards
Decision to provide catering services to rural households
Sanitary booklet for all family members who participate in the process of preparing and serving food
Healthy environment
Third party liability insurance, that is, insurance of guests in the household with accommodation as well as
the participants (guests who use only catering services for food) as well as insurance of the household from
basic damage
Announced price list of services
Knowledge of at least one foreign language
Waiting for guests by the owner or some of the family members
A special space organized for tasting arranged according to the ambient and traditional architecture
characteristic of the end of the house. A special sanitary knot for women and men should be organized as
part of the probation hall. Extremely high degree of hygiene
Appropriate equipment and accessories for tasting (especially for wine, cheese, traditionally sweet, pekmez)
Working hours of the probationary school, with advance notice and 2 hours a day or certain days of the
week with a precisely determined working time
Additional conditions / standards
-space adapted for people with special needs (disabled)
-chairs and chairs instead of desks
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-arranged environment and access to the rehearsal room
-computer literacy (on-line communication),
-certificate of knowledge of one or more foreign gaps
-other certificates: sommelier or oenologist (for wine tasting), cheese tasting chef for chefs, etc.
-secured parking
-book of impressions

DEGUSTATION DEVICE!
The basic device contains:
-special tin bowl
-a paw that consists of two elbows to remove the drip
-matches
-candlestick
-decanter (a bowl for pushing red wine)
-a thermometer for determining the temperature of the wine in the glass
-appropriate glasses for serving a particular type of wine
-a ring that is placed on the bottle of the bottle, for the wine does not drop on the tablecloth
The tasting kit, in the first instance, the choice of cups is of special importance. Their sizes and shapes
should be such that the characteristics and disadvantages of the wine can be well noted. The glass should
be of fine crystal glass, without breaking or cracks in the glass and without any decorations and patterns.
The glass should be as tall as possible so that the wine can warm up with the palm in order to make the
wine shake with circular movements and the aroma of the wine to come to the fore. The cup should be large
and rounded, so the best bowl or tulip bowls are best, slightly narrowed to the top.
In such glasses the wine is the easiest to move, so the color, the clarity, and the smell feel the easiest. The
special tasting bowl is part of the sommelier's kit, with which he sees the clearness and color of the wine.
It must be made of silver, for hygienic reasons, but also in order to avoid oxidation of the wine.
WINDING DEVICES TIPS!
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It enjoys three times in the wine - by looking at its incredible colors and different shades, in the scent that
is different - always new and rich, and in the end, with the taste, in the mouth, which is the ultimate
fascination.

Assessing the wine
The evaluation of the wine is the sensory examination and evaluation of the wine. It uses the sense of sight,
the sense of smell and the sense of taste. Professional tasters use formal terminology to describe the quality
and characteristics of the wine they taste, and in a similar way, an informal, recreational tasting is performed
to express personal opinion and evaluation for a particular wine.
The official organoleptic assessment has a very strict procedure, everything is done to make the assessment
more objectively. Assessment requirements are checked. Supervision is made on the opening of the
samples, the temperature, the identity of the product, the anonymity, and the order of the sampling is
checked.
The organoleptic assessment is preceded by physical and chemical analysis. Samples are recorded and
evaluated under the code.

Evaluators receive compulsory sample data:
Year of harvest,
Special information related to production technology,
Information about the predicate category
Basic analytical data
The assessment is carried out in a well-lit, luminous room, with no noise, odors and temperatures between
18 and 24 C and with a relative humidity of 60% to 70%.
Glasses must be tasting appropriate for particular types of products. In one day, assessors can evaluate up
to forty samples.
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There is no consent to the preparation of the mouth for testing. It can be water, bread, neutral cheese. Taking
more samples leads to gum ointment. Water is dead, and the best recovery of the palate allows time, but
never has enough time.
The external appearance of the wine, the smell, the taste, the general impression and the recognizability of
the variety from which the wine is produced is evaluated.
The final grade for a particular wine is the arithmetic mean obtained after the rejection of the lowest and
the highest score. The assessors shall evaluate the samples of an organoleptic grading form according to
the 100 points method.
Most often the procedure for organoleptic evaluation of wine consists of the following stages:
First stage - Exterior appearance of the wine
The glass is shaken, tilted at an angle of 300 to 450. The background should be white. Lighting must be
strong enough and have color in daylight. It is seen, reviewed, noted, and evaluated:
-

clearness (existence / lack of mist)
the color shade (pure or intricate) and the color strength (quantity of pigment)
viscosity
lightness (in foamy wines)

Important: The wine is poured into a simple glass in a small amount, one third of the cup. By observing
the wine you can find out what kind of "fitness" is the wine. If it is good it will not be foggy and blurry.
The color also provides information about age, the way it matures, the fermentation and the quality of the
wine itself.
As a rule, white wines reveal less about themselves than the red ones. But they also vary in color from
almost transparent, sometimes to mild greenish, deep golden yellow and even darker color. The main factor
for color is the years. White wines over the years darken, they can get a shade of chestnut. Origins are
another factor. The more colder the area where the vineyard is, the wine is paler, the total acidity is greater,
and the wine will be darker slower. But as the region is warmer, wine is greener, less acidic and aging
faster.
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In red wines the color speaks much more. Red, unlike white with age, fade and lose color. Dark red, violet
wines gradually darken in ruby, even in dark-colored or light-colored colors, which is a sign that wine is
already losing its quality.
The more the wine is, the greater the gradation from the middle of the glass where the darkest part is, to the
edges where the color is the brightest (this is seen with the glass bent at about 40 degrees). In older wines,
the liquid on the edge of the glass can be colorless. Red wines that have long been in wooden barrels lose
more color than those who have aged in a bottle.

When tasting the wine it turns into a glass in the direction of movement of the arrows on the watch, but do
not sprinkle carefully. (it is best to do the first time with the glass lowered to the table, and rotate in such a
way that the base of the cup lies entirely on the table). So you can see how the wine is drinking on the walls
of the glass. If there are clearly visible legs or tears left, this means that the wine has a higher percentage of
alcohol and / or is sweet. If the edges of the poured wine on the wall of the glass are lowered slowly in flat
slopes, or it is about old or slightly dry wine.
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The second phase is Aroma and smell
The wine smells of the glass before turning it,
-the cup turns and shakes to accelerate the release of scented ingredients,
-the wine smelled over the glass, and then into the cup (the nose leans slightly in the cup),
t-he nature and the strength of the smell are considered.
Important: There are three main sources or phases of aromas. It has natural aromas, which are mostly
floral, fruit or vegetable and come from the grapes itself. Secondary aromas are obtained from the
technological processing of the grapes itself. Thus, for example, the smell of butter or sour cream is refined
in white wines that have undergone malolactic fermentation. The smell of vanilla, wood, shavings and
baked bread is obtained during the stay of wine in new oak barrels (baryk method) during fermentation or
aging.
The third aspect is the tertiary aromas that are most difficult to determine accurately. These are the complex
and mature aromas that differ while the wine ages, it ripens in the bottle.
In white wines, for example, the aroma of honey or the aroma of baked honey, fried walnuts, and even
gasoline (in the russelling especially German) is obtained. With red wines, fruit flavors become gentler and
sweeter, spicy scents often appear. That's what professionals call it a wine bug. The bouquet or bouquet,
variety, a variety of fragrances and aromas can be very penetrating, and thus someone repelled. For many
connoisseurs, the smell of gasoline or kerosene is unattractive, others with a desire. Many will be surprised
by the smell of a rural yard in black Burgundy. Some old wines, especially from Bordeaux, easily smell
mushrooms, but the point is that none of these scents and aromas prevail.
If the wine has no smell, it indicates three reasons: either it is made of a variety that is poorly aromatic, or
it is a cheap wine (of a variety that gave birth to a lot, so it is watery) or it is a wine that has not yet ready
to drink, ie passing through no phase.
The third phase - taste and sensation
-little wine is drunk in the mouth,
-the wine is spreading in the mouth so that the tongue, palate and oral cavity rins,
-the place of the first appearance of the sensation of sweet, sour and bitter, the strength, nature and properties
of changing the taste,
-focusing on the tangible senses of hardening, pricking, body, temperature and strength,
-assessing these feelings separately and in combination, ie conformity, harmony.
Important: Grate the wine through your mouth. You can also spit the first sip.
If you do not spit the wine, then prepare your mouth and breathe in a little bit of air to remove vapors. Then
measure the length and the pleasantness of the taste that remained in your mouth. These are the key
indicators for the quality of each wine. As far as it holds more and the more pleasant this feeling is, the
wine is better, nobler. Often the first impressions will be similar to those you have already felt while you
smell the wine, and those flavors have now reached the back of your tongue. But the intensity of aromas
differs now because you now feel the other textures and flavors. But you also need to separate these flavors
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Start by determining how much wine is sour or sweet - it tastes in balance. Sweet wines need acidity. If not,
then they are overwhelmed. Dry wines contain a small amount of sugar that has not turned into alcohol.
Wines from warmer regions generally give more mature fruit flavors and a greater percentage of alcohol.
For these reasons, the wines from the New World seem sweeter even when made from the same grape
variety.
Acidity is the main factor in the longevity of the wine, and it diminishes with its aging. Young wines at the
start have more acidity. Wines that have matured in oak will not seem so acidic and because of the richness
of other flavors. The skill of the winegrower will make the acidity shrink, and the flavors remain.
This applies more to white wines while for the red more important work are tannins. And the tannins (this
is the ingredient from which your mouth is collected), as the wines grow longer and become softer and
softer. As you try, see if your tannery seems too hard and sharp or you can, besides them, feel the taste of
mature fruits, strong enough to last more than the tannins.
Otherwise, wines from more mature grapes with more mature tannins are becoming more and more
accessible, making them more accessible while young people are especially young. . But the trend goes to
the benefit of ever stronger and more concentrated wines, which is again an attempt to get the most out of
the grapes, which means a maximum of tannins. But it depends on the weather. The worse it is, the grapes
are not maturing enough, and with it the tannins. In contrast to tannic red wines are those so-called. silky
and smooth, due to the glycerin they contain. But that's not the best option, because the wines without
enough tannins and acidity are tasteless and impersonal.
CONCLUSION AND ASSESSMENT
Balanced wine is the wine in which there is a harmony between sweetness, acidity, tannin and alcohol. But
this is certainly related to the very style of the wine. It is the most important skill in making wine. The most
important thing is when the wine is finished in your throat, then you should consider whether the taste is
pure, balanced, lasts? If you lose for a second, you've tried a regular wine. If you feel thirty or more seconds,
then you have something nice in the cup.
GIVING POINTS
Valuation of cardinal stairs
There are many cardinal (numerical) scales used in assessing the guilt, several of which are particularly
popular among wine professionals.
The simplest cardinal scale includes a variety of symbols, such as stars, awarded for wine in some wine
guides and consumer magazines. On most of the staircases of this type two-star wine is very good, and fourstar wine is especially remarkable. This scale is often confusing and leads to a misinterpretation of absolute
values, such as the difference between a star-free wine and a single star. Does not having a star mean that
wine is worthless or not recommended, or is it just good?
The most commonly used cardinal scale is the one with 20 points discovered by the University of California
at Davis.
Note how the visual, olfactory, and taste patterns are structured. Among the olfactory and taste regimen
there is a "general flavor", which is often a source of confusion among beginners, especially as it is assessed
with a scarcely maximum two points. If you accept the thought that the taste can be felt on the nose and
tasty in the mouth, you can understand the concept. If it is shown that the nose is much more sensitive to
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the aromas of the mouth, then the four points for the flavor and the two points for the general taste make
sense. The other parts of the scale are easily understood.
Wines that receive less than 10 points have serious shortcomings and are not considered valuable for any
further distinction. A scoring of 13 to 14 points indicates an obvious, but not serious drawback, the wines
in this category can be considered winners with a bronze medal. Judges who award 15-16 points agree that
the blame does not have any specific defect, but only a lack in the expression of the color and / or the
intensity of the aroma. It's a silver medal.
A gold medal is awarded to wines that express a recognizable character and composition virtually without
flaws, those are the wines with 17 or more points. The 20-point wage, although widely accepted, is not
always consistently used. Some studies dispense the points to fit with their personal preferences. For
example, they reduce the "bistra" category to one point and add three points to the "color" category obviously, giving greater importance to the hue and intensity of the color than to the degree of clearness in
the blame.
This modification enables a more realistic integration of the olfactory and dense sensory perception that
occurs simultaneously. Each version of the 20-point scale is simple to use and adequate, but like the same
scales it has its drawbacks.
One major drawback is the inability to give "truthfulness" to each criterion. For example, wine can be
judged almost without any disadvantage, such as "chardonnay", but the label hides that in fact it was
"Sauvignon White". This means that this is not true for his type of variety.
Another drawback concerns the absence of a measurement of the price / value ratio. Take into account the
Californian "pinot black" of $ 10, which has 17 points and a Burgundy wine of $ 900 (also "Pinot Black"),
which also has 17 points. The 20-point scale offers us little indication of the much higher values of the wine
of 10 parts. As a result, there are scales with 100 points, usually used by wine writers. The scale with 100
points is certainly known to everyone.
As mentioned earlier, this results in the final scores, such as Chardonnay with 88 points or Chateau Mystery
1993 with 91 points. According to this, one can view the guilt as assessing A, B, C, D and F, as in school.
Or others can see wine grades as percentages- "this wine is 91% good" - or some similar opinion.
Note that a new term "sludge" enters the scale. In this case, the whole bottle should be available for
evaluation, because the precipitate can easily be lost when serving in special cups. Compared to the scales
20 points, the 100-point scale increases attention to the full impression at the same level as the attention to
the olfactory mode.
OUTLOOK (visual mode - what we see in the wine)
The color and pearl of the wine can be an indicator of its character - of potential qualities and disadvantages.
Darker colors (both red and white) generally indicate more severe wrinkles, with a full body. Roses - the
wines should be pink, perhaps with only a little orange shades in the older selections. All wines should be
transparent - younger wines brilliant, while older selections can have a slight blur, and many old reds often
"throw out" a noticeable sludge.
3 - Excellent - brilliant with a remarkably distinctive color
2 - Good - pure with distinctive color
1 - Poor - excessive opacity and / or non-characteristic color
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0 - Uncomfortable - blurred and / or very weak
AROMA AND BUKSE (olfactory regime - what we smell with the wine)
This second step in evaluating the wine is directed to the aroma (fruit smell) and the bouquet (fruit smell
plus the smells of vinification). Turn the wine into the glass to increase the surface from which the aromatic
esters can evaporate. Inhalation several times. Some wines may be grassy, while other fruits - experience
is needed to tell which one is. In any case, the result should be balanced neither neutral nor too expressive)
and most importantly pleasant. This regimen is often referred to as "nose" in organoleptic testing.
6 - Outstanding - recognizable character with outstanding balance in the quality of the bouquet
5 - Excellent - characteristic and well-balanced
4 - Good - recognizable and adequately balanced
3 - Solid - somehow neutral and / or slightly unbalanced
2 - Poor - unrecognizable and with noticeable unpleasant smells
1 - Unacceptable - obvious unpleasant odors and unbalanced
0 - Unpleasant - intrusive odors and very unbalanced

Flavor (taste mode - what we taste in the wine)
Human language can recognize variations in the level of acidity, bitterness and mildness in the wine - the
typical values for each type of wine are learned with experience. Other parts of the mouth are anatomically
associated with the olfactory lobe, which means they are sensitive to specific aromas and essences
associated with the "nose" of each wine - yet once evaluated thanks to constant exercise. Take a small sip
and rinse through the mouth for all surfaces to have the opportunity to taste the wine-take and a little air to
activate the papillae for taste.
Generally after 10-15 seconds analysis, the wine is bursting.
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6 - Extraordinary - recognizable character with exceptional balance of acids and mildness
5 - Excellent - characteristic and well-balanced
4 - Good - recognizable and adequately balanced
3 - Solid - somehow neutral and / or slightly unbalanced
2 - Poor - unrecognizable and with notable unpleasant smells and / or unbalanced
1 - Unacceptable - obvious unpleasant odors and unbalanced
0 - Inconvenient - annoying smells and very unbalanced
Post Flavor (flavor and aroma that remains after completing the taste regimen)
Take a second, maybe a smaller sip of wine and swallow - try to evaluate how long the flavor and aroma
remain recognizable in the mouth. The weaker wines are retained only instantaneously, while heavier wines
can last for a dozen seconds, or even more.
3 - Excellent - an exceptionally pleasant aftertaste, which lasts more than usual
- Good-pleasant aftertaste, with a normal length of life
- Poor - little or unrecognizable post-establishment
0 - Inconvenient and unpleasant posthumous
FULL VAPOR (typical and evaluation of the price / value ratio of wine). This regime estimates the total
quality level achieved by the wine compared to other wines of the same variety or the same type and in
terms of price.
2 - Excellent - an excellent example of the variety or type and / or exceptional value for the given price
1 - Good - representative for the variety or type and / or acceptable value for the given price
0 - Poor - not characteristic of the variety or type and / or unacceptable value for the given price
ASSESSMENTS
18-20- really good wines, unusually superior quality fit in character without flaws
15-17- excellent wines, with perhaps the only lack of shyness of some of the qualities
12-14- good wines, with perhaps one or two present deficiencies
9-11-weak wines, with obvious defects
0-8- unacceptable wines that have many disadvantages.

IMPORTANT:
The best-known world wine critic Parker red wine "Bela Voda" from the Tikvesh wine cellar since 2010
harvested 94 points. The wine "Bela Voda" is made from grapes of vineyards at the village of Bela Voda,
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Veles, aged more than 35 years. Its uniqueness is that it originates from strictly controlled vineyards of
protected geographical origin. According to the oenologist Marko Stojkovic it is a result of the soil
connection, climatic conditions and location, which are needed for the production of wine grapes of the
highest quality.
Parker also assessed with red wine the red wine of the Tikves Winery - Vranec Special Selection, Harvest
2010. For one wine to be recognized as high quality, in addition to its top features, it is very often necessary
to recommend a person who is accepted in the wine world as a good expert and expert. Such expert is
Robert Parker. Of course, he recommends only those wines in which he is convinced that they have really
top quality and unique value. Tikvesh "managed to make such wines, thanks to the excellent grapes, cuttingedge technology, but above all because of the energy, dedication and vision of the people who run and work
in this winery. Otherwise, the entire amount of Vranec hurriedly selected for sale this year, or more than
40,000 bottles, will be purchased from a famous importer of European top wines in the United States.
SPECIAL WINE DICTIONARY
Professionals have their own list of qualifications that should express the experience of tasting. These terms
are very rich and expressive and mean a lot. Here are some of them:
AGGRESSIVE: it means it is expressively tannin or sour;
AROMATIC: wine with aromatic floral aroma and smells, which is a feature of young wines;
KADIFESTO: the wine is with smooth textures;
RICH: what does the depth and smell of fruit and other flavors mean;
FAT: strong wine, but mostly with unsuitable acids;
DELICATED: wine of high quality;
WOODEN: the old unclean taste that drags on a tree;
LONG-TERM: the taste long stays in the mouth;
EXTRACT: too many tannins which means is unbalanced;
HARMONIC: it's not too tannin, but it's not too acidic;
OIL: it is strong, plentiful with flavors;
HOLLOW: wine that does not taste;
TAPOTTO: it is uninvited;
PERMANENT: wine has a good tannin or acidity;
ADVANCED: is a mature wine, better than expected;
INSTABLE: that which has unstable acid on the road is becoming vinegar;
METAL: which is constantly pronounced;
GLAST: what with your wealth of aroma fills your mouth.
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THE MEDICINES OF THE WINE
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No doubt, the wine is a healthy drink. Over the centuries, wine has been used as food and as an additive in
food. Ever since ancient times, wine as a panacea has largely been used in folklore and medical arts and
science. However, most of the attributes attributed to the wine refer to the fact that wine contributes to
better health, for which recently there was no solid experimental evidence to support such claims.
Recent rigorous epidemiological studies conducted in France, whose populations could be exposed to the
greatest health risk due to factors present in their diet and living, such as the high degree of consumption
of high-cholesterol-rich foods, as well as smoking have shown that the French have a lower rate of
cardiovascular disease and mortality compared to people whose normal diet does not include wine. The
wine offers some health attributes that are above and below those provided by alcohol itself and which are
not found in other alcoholic drinks.
Most of them concentrate on the effects of antioxidants on low-density lipoprotein and cardiovascular
wellbeing.
IMPORTANT: Wine is a medicine that should be consumed at moderate doses. Paracelsus is often quoted:
"Everything depends on the quantity."
The healing power of the wine strengthens the heart and the bloodstream, expels toxins from the body and
helps us feel good. Proanthocyanidols containing the wine are used in the prophylaxis and therapy of
atherosclerosis. This disease of the blood vessels is the main cause of myocardial infarction and blood
vessel blockage. In France, a drug "Endotelon" containing proanthocyanidols is extracted from the grape
seeds.
Under INRA (Institut national de la rechercheagronomique) a concentrated grape juice enriched with
proanthocyanidols is produced. In France, black wine is enriched with these substances under the
commercial name "Le Vin Coeur", which translates into wine for heart. Creams and capsules that protect
the skin from aging (trade name "Lieractiv") and other cosmetic products appear on the basis of
proanthocyanidoles.
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In Bordeaux, France, the world's only cosmetic treatment - wine therapy spa is applied. In ancient times
wine was attributed to the healing properties. In the meantime, it has been scientifically proven that
moderate drinking wine helps health. According to the French Medical Academy, the daily amount of
alcohol that each person can drink is one gram per kilogram of weight. These are eight deciliters of wine
with 12% alcohol for a person weighing 75kg. The amount of drunk wine is multiplied by the volume of
alcohol and the specific alcoholic strength of 0.79.
Doctors in the United States and Germany do not recommend more than 20 grams of pure alcohol for
women and 390 grams for men. The liver processes a dozen grams of pure alcohol for an hour. It has been
proven that a complete waiver of wine is a health hazard because people who do not drink wine have a
shorter life expectancy and are more likely to suffer from people who drink moderately.
Modern science is in conformity with Hipocrit, who used wine for the treatment of various diseases and the
apostle St. Paul. He wrote in the First Epistle to Timothy (5:23): Do not drink only water; you need a little
wine for your stomach and your frequent weaknesses. "

COMBINING FOOD WITH WINE
Wine as an aperitif
If you are oriented to eating wine during eating, then you should be careful about what you will drink as an
aperitif. We know that we forget that it is wrong to drink brandy and cognacs as why they are classified as
digesters that they say they drink at the end of a meal to function better to serve food: Our custom to serve
cold rakia with salad is a remarkable custom in any case, but only if you do not drink wine after that. The
explanation is simple - the sense of taste will dump you and your wine will be just to carry your food into
the stomach. If you can no longer get used to the cold brandy, do it like the Russians.
For example, start with vodka, finish with vodka. Or like the Turks with yeniraki. Recommendation - forget
about whiskey, vodka, ouzo, mastic ... and for aperitif use aromatic wines, live and light, liqueur or
sparkling wines! It is important to choose and appropriate apes for the aperitifs. Peanuts, pistachios, nuts
play the mouth and open an appetite. Of course, they also carry calories.
There is another fun for aperitives - olives, crackers smeared with good pate, crackers of shrimp, neutral
cheeses. Sparkling wines, that is, champagne wines are the best to gather the company before the meal. For
the aperitif is chosen those that are lighter, aromatic and lightweight best of the Chardonnay variety. Every
good, sparkling wine is a good aperitif. These are the special wines from the late harvest. The "icy" wines,
the Italian wines from the Valpolicella variety. Known sweet wines such as porto and madera, marzalas,
kseres and muscat are also known as agaras.
And white dry wines can serve as an aperitif, but all this should be well-coordinated with those who will
serve during eating.
The experts are divided, some consider the cocktails; which are very popular, can be used as an aperitif.
But, since most of the cocktails are strong drinks, they are not recommended why they have long been a
flavor in the mouth. There is a possibility to make milder mixtures.
Combining wine and food
Rule first and foremost - there is no perfection.
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Whether you like a particular combination of food and wine, no matter how eccentric, enjoy yourself with
your like-minded people. However, you must be aware that there are combinations that will satisfy more
people in multiple situations. Or, quite dissatisfied.
For example, there will not be much enthusiasm if you give guests some dry wine with sweet foods or some
tannin red wine with a hint or some smoked fish.
There are three basic flavors in the wine: sweet, bitter and sour, and in the food five: sweet, salty, sour,
bitter and mindful (MSG-rich foods). They can be measured as low, moderate and high. These three flavors
in the wine are its main components and refer to: tannins (bitter), residual sugar (sweet) and acids (sour).
The fourth component of alcohol is indicated by the perception of "heat" in the back of the mouth and is an
important factor in the body of the wine. This "heat" some food ingredients will diminish or emphasize.
Complementing or contrasting: One of the principles is that the properties of the organoleptic wine have to
complement the food. Example: the sour taste of "Smederevka" will be supplemented with meat of trout
covered with lemon juice and parsley. The other strategy is that opposites are attracted. Example: fresh fruit
acids of "Recatriots" with the mild taste of young goat cheese. The acute acidity of the wine "regimes"
cream the taste of young goat cheese and refreshes the palate and mouth.
Maintaining a balance of flavors: sour dishes with sour wine, sweeties with sweeties (not mild) wines.
Example: sour taste of sour cabbage in homemade sarma with the sour taste of "Vranec" or the sweetness
of a carrot carrotcarrot with the discreet gilt of "Malvasia". Combining heavy dishes with heavy wines. For
example: spicy carp on mild onion and black plums with the complexity of "Cabernet sauvignon". Light
food with light wines, rich foods with rich wines, neutral with dry wines and the like.
Clean the palate. If you have relatively rich and greasy dishes such as roast pork, think about red wine rich
in tannins (Vranec, Kratosia, Merlot) that will act as a cleanser of your palate. If you use white wine then
the acids of white wine will play that role. Sea fish fry with soft acids of "Belan" or "Savignon blanc".
Relatively light dishes from a chicken stack with an addition or sauce merged with the clarity of
"Chardonnay" or some rose wine.
Scented wines and seasoned dishes The strong wine smells like "Hamburg Muscat", "Temjanika" white
and red or "Muscat Ottonel" can make the tastes of food inconspicuous, and you will be poorer for a nice
gastronomic experience. These wines are generally consumed solo, with the support of the simple smell of
appetizing or some fruit. But when in the food there are spices such as chili sauce or Indian curry, which
can destroy the taste of the wine. If you already want to drink wine with this kind of dish, take some semidry and a little scented wine such as "Traminec" or "Semion". The orientation in the context of cheese is:
salty with sweet wine, hard with tannin wine, and soft with fruit wines.
The rest of the rules will guide you to the depth of the merger, which is about matching the multi-layered
texture of wine and food. The term "main ingredient" refers to the ingredients and tastes that have the
potential of merging.
It can also refer to the use of certain products, herbs or spices in cooking, and which we recognize in the
aromatic profile of the wine, such as the smell of rosemary in some Dalmatian wines or the black dry plum
in HerzegovianBlatina. Their presence in the food will help to combine the tastes with the wine. Another
fusing factor is how to cook and add food ingredients. It does not always have to be the main ingredients
to make a merger (eg, meat, shells or vegetables), but it will make the spices or the way of cooking (eg
smoked grill smoke in barrique wine from a new barrel).
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The merger will make some of those three elements.
Practical advice
The rule of dispute is geography.
If you eat Italian food, then drink Italian wine ("Chianti", "Barolo").
With Mediterranean food, drink Dalmatian wine ("Plavac", "Posip") or Greek wine ("Retzina").
For oriental food fits Algerian ("SidiBrahim"), etc.
In Macedonia, the first reacted to this in the winery Bovin, in their range there are: "Sangiovese", "Petit
verdot", "Tempronillio", "Cabernet Franc, Syrah", but there are also the rare "Teran", "Plavacmali ","
Marashtina "," Gammay "from other wineries. Also keep in mind that it often happens that more people
want to divide one bottle of wine and have different dishes.
"Chardonnay", "Burgundy" black and our "Stanushina" proved to be the best compromise wine.
It was once simpler, local wine was drank, most often home, why the trade was not so developed. There
are now incredible opportunities. Once tried the rules - white wine with fish and white meat, red with red
meat and game. And it was not unnoticed, for example, red wines cause fish to have a "metallic" and bitter
taste.
Once again, white wines were acidic, which complemented the taste of fish additives - lemon or vinegar.
The division "white with white" and "red with red" was logical, and because the red wines were alcoholic
stronger than white, and the fish is not, weaker than red meat.
But that was the case, ever. In the last twenty years the wine has changed. Red wines, mainly from Europe,
are rarely already so pronounced tannins (and the fish with tannin is not pleasant). White wines are no
longer a lightweight variant. There are chardonnay with alchoholness above 14 degrees. Both red and white
wines are with much richer fruity flavors. This, in turn, complicates why in a moment they can be very
pleasant, but harder to combine with food.
This is globalization. Both the wine and the food. The wine travels, food is part of the culture of the modern
world. If you could ever try some kind of food only on a "spot" or in a metropolis with various restaurants,
now that food is not available anywhere. Is it a problem to eat Italian dishes anywhere?
Wines that are produced as local now travel everywhere. Some varieties have spread across all continents.
We already have wines from Australia everywhere.
General rules for combining food with wine are:
The old, seasoned, wines are delicate to harmonize, so choose a simple and simple meal to leave more space
for the densification of the old good wine,
Dishes that have some sweetness or bitterness, in principle make the wine more dry. So avoid dry wines
with such dishes,
If eating is salty or sour, then the wine will "behave" sweeter,
The eggs themselves are difficult to combine with the wine. But eggs with some good sauce can achieve a
successful blend, especially with white wine such as seasoned chardonnay,
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In the case of pasta, the wine should be aligned with the sauce it serves. Ex. spaghetti with sea shells require
dry and easier white wine, but if in the sauce there is sour cream and mushrooms, it will better harmonize
with a wholly white wine. With lasagne with meat well go red wines from the variety cheeses (or shirits).
The fish is combined with simple white fresh wines. Fish served with rich creamy sauces, require white or
gray pins, or other wines that do not have a lot of tannins. The blue fish - sardines mackerel, donkey, go
well with neutral white, dry and fresh wines.
Shells and seafood are harmonized with wines of the champagne type. Also, dry wines with no impurities
of oak, that is, wine that is not stored in an oak barrel can be used in exchange.
Chicken is valid for tolerant meat. Medium-sized strong white and red wines go well with chicken roast.
Chicken as well as fish do not go with tannic and smelly wines.
The game requires, with few exceptions, red wines. Some of them are stronger, worn and more tannins.
In salads, sharp spices should be avoided because they require acid wines, white sauvignon, for example.
It is best in salads instead of vinegar to use balsamico.
Pork is also adaptable meat. Go with a wide range of red wines and medium white wines. And the fat is
very important in the preparation of the meat.
Lamb meat is well-harmonized with Cabernet Sauvignon, with fine wines of the Bordeaux type. White
wines are good for the cold lamb surprisingly. In recent years, several serious measures have appeared in
Macedonia, and they correspond with the lamb in various forms.
Beef is perfectly combined with many red wines, but it can also with a stronger white wine like chardonnay,
especially if the meat is ready for grill. With a good veal well-balanced medium-strong and delicate red
wines. For example, our wines from the Vranec variety can be great complementary to the good meat.
Vegetables, for the sake of acidity (tomatoes), sweetness (garlic, carrot, pepper), better harmonize with
white than with red tannin wines. But mushrooms, eggplants and rich dishes of baked vegetables generally
better with red and even stronger red wines.
Red wine with good cheeses, although often preferred, is not considered a good combination. Namely,
when the cheese with the tannin is united, the wine is suffering. White wines are a better choice. If guests
want red wine, hard fat cheese, our sheep boat or English cheek should be proposed. The soft cheeses such
as Camembert, Brieb, our sheep's white white cheese, are well-harmonized with a white burgundy. In goat
cheese it is difficult to find a substitute for white owl, but some lighter red wines.
Pepper and tannins do not harmonize nicely. This is a disadvantage because our diet is inclined to this
product. It may be for a meal where the pepper is dominating to choose a wine of varieties of gamé or black
pino. They say that some of America's merlots go well with Mexican cuisine, which is mainly based on
peppers. If guests rely on white wines, they should be offered something neutral. And it goes well with
those peppers lured by us who are full of cottage cheese.
Chocolate is well harmonized exclusively with very sweet and strong wine. Good dessert wines from the
Muscat variety. Contrary to the widespread belief that chocolate does not go with wine, however, if it's
black chocolate, a little to upset, with a high concentration of cocoa - then you should choose wine like the
type of strong port or other liqueur wines.
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With strong spices, especially angry, good, harmonious and old wines are not recommended, because the
worm dissolves the palate and the wine is not felt. In that case it is best to take fresh, young wines, the best
whites.
Citrus fruits are well-harmonized with the wines of new producers such as Australia, South Africa,
California, Chile). Riesling, especially those of late harvest, is recommended for desserts that have a pretty
lemon.
Combinations that are not recommended are the following:
Red meat with white or sweet wine,
Fish, raw fruits and vegetables, easier cheese - with heavy red wines, rich in tannin, which dry the palate.
On the contrary, young red wine from the variety gamma or pino will answer for these dishes,
The dishes served as desserts (in the culinary dessert does not mean just like a sweet meal at the end - BC)
go with light cabernets, roses and white wine rich in content.
VIII. CONNECTION OF WINE WITH CHEESE
The wine and cheese are a pair that is joined by the sky and is given to people. And the divine gift is blessed.
They are tasting together from old times, and both products are obtained by fermentation and tend to ripen.
They can be tried as fresh, young or mature. Complexity is their common trait and how aging become more
palatable. Expressed through numbers, there are over 400 varieties of cheeses in the world, which have a
common trait, to neutralize the taste of the wine. Fats and cheese proteins clog the receptors in the mouth
and tongue, so the wine's ingredients cleanse them. It is precisely because of this that it is usual to taste the
wine first, and the cheese tastes later.

Macedonia is a country rich in these two products, and the receptors of Macedonians easily recognize them
as a harmonious combination. Macedonian cheeses and wines are extremely strong and full, which
complicates the work for fine combination, but simplicity and naturalness are the main trump card.
In Macedonia there are 3 - 4 types of traditional cheeses (cheese, bean, white and cottage cheese), made
from cow, goat or sheep milk or their combination. The disadvantage is that they are a little ripening, and
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it is bad that they are very salty, because salt "chokes" the receptors of the consumers. So when you combine
salty cheese with wine, try to wash it in cold water so that you do not lose gastronomic delights.
One of the basic rules of combining cheese with wine is the similarity. Light and young cheese go with
light wines, and heavy cheeses with heavy and complex wines. Soft cheese requires simple and simple
white wine. Hard cheese requires hard wine rich in tannins. Strong and mature cheese with a strong smell,
recommended with thick and strong wine. Goat cheeses go with very dry white wines. Sheep cheese and
cheese are made up of mature or seasoned black wines. Shattered cheeses are difficult to combine, but if
you already decide, look for a barred wine from a new barrel with smell of smoke.
Another rule is to merge wine and cheese by origin and geographical location. First of all, this refers to the
country or region where the blame and cheese originated. For example: wine Chianti from Tuscany with
Pecorino Toscano, Dalmatian Plavac with Pashki sir, CrmicVranac with Nigerian cheese,
Some common Mexican cheeses are very similar to Italian: the "Pecorino" cheese, the "Fontina" young
salty cheese cheese, the unsalted cottage cheese of "Ricotta", the cow's soft cheese of the Greek "feta", and
the Spanish: Manchego's sheepskin "And the sheep cheese of" Iberico ". But Macedonian cheeses have
their own specificity and character. For cheeses such as foreign brands: Edamer, Parmigiano, Mozzarella,
Gouda, Grand Padano, Ementaler, Brie, Roquefort, Cheddar, Gorgonzola, Telaggio, Gruyere, Camembert,
etc. there are always ready-made wine combinations. With us domestic wines and cheeses are merged
incidentally and only if there is no meat.
But here are some criteria by which we can combine:
-So take into account the ratio of acids and fats. Cheeses that are very greasy, better go with white wines
rich in acids.
-The second criterion is in terms of the aroma of cheese and wine. Cheeses with a strong smell and taste go
with aromatic wines.
-The third criterion refers to the texture and density of cheese and wine. Cheese with a strong texture is
obligatory with thick black wines, because the full body of the wine agrees with the texture of the cheese.
Ex. sheep matured with mature Kratosia. Similarly for young semi-hard cheeses with restrained smells,
such as young unsalted cheese cheese that is well-suited to Stanushina.
-The fourth rule is always related to the amount of salt in the cheese. How much cheesy cheese is so much
wider. It is commonly the sweetening wine Vitach or Disan (Vranec), to agree with salty, old, cheesy
cheese.
-Creamy soft cheeses agree well with white fruit wines. Example: young salted cow cheese with Belan,
boiled cheese with Smederevka. Young goat cheese with fruit acids of Recactilte, older with Malvasia, fat
sheep's cheese with the mineral content of Zilavka. Melted cheese nicely combines with SoavignoneBlan
or Traminec. The creamy taste of cheese greatly trim the acids of white wines.
-Acidic cow cheeses, such as some of our white soft cheeses or the Greek "feta", are greatly compared with
the fresh acids of the wines: Pinot Blanc or Riesling.
Wine and cheese are two "inseparable born comrades" and as the Latin proverb says: "The likeness of the
like is pleasing to him." Only on the bread allow him to hang out. Cheese is always bought with bread, and
it is sold with wine. The bread acts on the receptors and neutralizes the taste in the mouth so that these two
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products can be connected more easily. It's the traditional gourmet holy Trinity. Good recommendation for
those who like simplicity.
What leaves a good impression on foreigners coming from countries with a tradition of fine combination
of wine with cheese, is grilled cheese grilled in combination with one of our barik wines. Above all with
Vranec, Cabernet Soavignon, Merlot.
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Merging the world-famous cheese with famous wines

1.Blue Cheese (Fromage Bleu) is served with Cabernet Sauvignon, Shira, Zinfandel, Port.
2.Cheddar goes with pardon, sauvignon, rice, cabernet sauvignon and pinot noir.
3.Emmental is consumed with merlot, pinot noir, cabernet Sauvignon.
4,Gouda is consumed with chardonnay, merlo, shira, zinfandel.
5.Brie is combined with champagne, chardonnay, pinot noir.
6.Edam goes with rhizling and chardonnay.
7.Roquefort is consumed with dessert white wines or with dense red wines of the Muscat variety.
8.Gorgonzola is ideally combined with amarone, cabernet Sauvignon.
9.Camembert is consumed with champagne and red wines from the variety.
10.Münster is best combined with chardonnay.
11.Provolone is consumed with a bordeaux, and savory with sweet chives.
12.Feta (Feta) is ideally suited to bean with all the young wines, which have fruity taste and aroma.
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